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extreme voice

B i l l y C u rr i e
AN EXCLUSIVE NEW INTERVIEW

Plus: MIDGE URE interview • Early Ultravox Rare in Eden

Introduction
We know, we said we’d have this issue out in December. And we know, we said we’d have
EV15 out in February. What can we say, WE LIED!! Our apologies for the delay – the feeble
excuse for this is that Cerise moved house in January, and started a new job the same week.
Then was made redundant seven weeks later when the company went bust! But don’t panic,
a week later she got (another!) new job, and is starting to feel kind of human again. As is
Robin, who has also found a new job after having being made redundant – it must be an
epidemic! So EV has a new home – the address is below.
For anyone who used to be in the Ultravox Information Service many moons ago, you’ll
remember their excellent membership packs and merchandise. And if you missed out the first
time around, have we got a treat for you! We’ve been talking to Pete ’n’ Frank of the UIS
about this for some time, and we can now offer a selection of rare Ultravox, Helden, John
Foxx, Midge Ure and Gary Numan material, going back as far as 1979. Obviously some
things are more limited than others, and will be shipped out strictly on a first-come-firstserved
basis.
As
an
added
incentive,
we
have
a
number
of
U-VOX Christmas cards which are autographed by Chris, Billy and Midge for the final,
1986/1987 UIS membership pack, which we will give away FREE with each order, until they
run out! Not only that, but we managed to get some of the items which are for sale
autographed recently, but these are VERY limited. See the full list enclosed for details.
As before, quite a few subscriptions run out with this issue, in which case your address label
will say “subscription expires with EV14”, and a sub renewal form will be enclosed. Cheques
etc payable to Cerise A. Reed, please.
Finally, just a reminder that we’d like to put YOUR questions to Warren, Chris, Billy and
Midge, and print their replies to you in EV. We’ve still had no luck tracking down John Foxx
as yet, but we’re doing our best. Questions on postcards or the back of a sealed envelope
only, please. Here’s the (new) address!

Cerise Reed and Robin Harris, Extreme Voice,
19 SALISBURY STREET, ST GEORGE, BRISTOL BS5 8EE. Tel: (0117) 9559 723
All the very best!
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Clare Craven and
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Nick White of
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Sarah Neve of
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Windsong International.
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Jonathan Batt
Mitchell Brown
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Sue Hardiman
Andrew Highway
Simon Hooper
Simon Joslin
Rob Kirby
Paul O’Donnell
Matthew Plunkett
Rob Portman
Steve Whiteway

ULTRAVOX - FUTURE PICTURE

take Ultravox back into the public eye, and we
wish them every success. The track listing is as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

ULTRAVOX
ULTRAVOX - INGENUITY

Ingenuity
There Goes a Beautiful World
Give it all Back
Future Picture Forever
The Silent Cries
Distance
Ideals
Who’ll Save You
A Way out. A Way Through.
Majestic

4’44”
4’10”
4’19”
4’16”
4’12”
3’51”
4’10”
6’37”
4’07”
4’18”

Catalogue Number : Intercord INT 845.232
NOTE: As we write this, Ingenuity is only
available on import from Germany, but a deal for
England is being negotiated with Total BMG, and
hopefully we will be able to bring you news of its
English counterpart before too much longer.

ULTRAVOX - GIVE IT ALL BACK

Ingenuity is a very ‘instant’ album, much more so
than Revelation. It’s been a firm favourite of ours
since we first heard it way back in February, and
we’ve not felt so strongly about an Ultravox
album since Lament. Gone are the semi-dance
beats; Billy’s violin work is as soaringly magnificent
as when John Foxx was in the band.
As for There Goes a Beautiful World, we
weren’t sure about the crowd noise at first, but
now it seems completely appropriate. One of the
most notable tracks is Majestic, which is an
instrumental, and the first to appear exclusively on
an Ultravox album since 1981’s The Ascent, and
believe us when we say that it was worth the
wait. Our one and only criticism of it is that it’s not
long enough, it cuts off just as it gets really
interesting! Let’s hope that there is an extended
version of this track hiding up Ultravox’s collective
sleeve somewhere. Bearing in mind that this is
effectively a debut album, we think the guys have
built themselves a very solid base upon which to

Intercord have also issued a three-track
promotional single for the Ingenuity album
entitled Give it All Back. It features three tracks
from the album (Give it All Back, The Silent
Cries and The Goes a Beautiful World). It’s
been pressed in very limited quantities which
means that it will become highly prized by
Ultravox completists. Although the versions are
identical to the ones found on Ingenuity, we
have already heard of this item changing hands
for as much as £18.00, which is some measure of
the collectabilty of Ultravox material!
Catalogue Number : Intercord INT 893.031

Receiver Records will release a new Ultravox live
album (the band’s third), entitled Future Picture
on the 22nd of May 1995. It was recorded over
three nights (Rome, Medina and Milan) during
their 1993 tour of Italy. The CD clocks in at
69’33”, which makes it their longest live album to
date. It includes six new tracks from the
Ingenuity album, as well as nine more familiar
tracks from Ultravox’s past. For many people this
is going to be the first time they will have heard
tracks from Ingenuity. It’s nice to hear that the
band have not been content in merely
reproducing the old tracks ‘note for note’ from
the originals, instead they have interpreted them
afresh. The track listing is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Dancing with Tears in My Eyes
Reap the Wild Wind
All Stood Still
Slow Motion
Distance
The Voice
Ingenuity
Ideals
Vienna
Give it all Back
Future Picture Forever
The Silent Cries
One Small Day
Hymn
Lament

Billy has written the liner notes for the album,
which read as thus:
Let the music speak!
I am a musician, not a writer, but for people who do
not know much about Ultravox, here’s a brief history...
Ultravox came together in 1973 through an ad in

Melody Maker, and in my case a friend who was on
stage at the very early gigs, dancing. The line-up then
was: John Foxx - vocals, Chris Cross - bass, Billy Currie keyboards, violin, Steve Shears - guitar and Warren
Cann - drums. 1973-79 was spent experimenting and
developing our music. Albums were recorded in 1976
and 1977, and before we did our third album, Robin
Simon replaced Steve Shears on guitar. The third
definitive album was Systems of Romance - we had
finally found our sound. We were ‘misfits’ at the time
(1978), and left the record company. John Foxx left to
go solo and Robin went with him.
In 1979, Electronic Synth music started happening and
I toured with Gary Numan. I also joined a synth dance
outfit called Visage. Music was changing. In Visage I
worked with Midge Ure who was keen to join Ultravox,
so I said “let’s give it a go”.
So the line-up then was: Warren Cann, Chris Cross, Billy
Currie and Midge Ure on guitar and vocals. We kept
our style of music and the time was right. We made five
studio albums and a live album. We were very
successful, both with our singles and our albums.
In 1988, Midge decided to go solo. Since then, I have
recorded two studio albums, Transportation and
Stand Up and Walk. This Ultravox line-up was put
together in 1993. As I have a good live band now, I
thought it would be fun to record a live album.
This is a recording taken from a tour we did in Italy in
late 1993. The set consists of old tracks performed true
to the original and some re-worked ones, e.g. Slow
Motion. We also performed new tracks for the first
time, to be later recorded for a new album, Ingenuity.
I hope you enjoy it, we certainly did!
Billy Currie.
Catalogue Number : Receiver Records RRCD 199
ULTRAVOX - ON THE ROAD AGAIN
Billy informs us that Ultravox should be playing
live again very soon in Prague, this should form
the basis of a European tour, although at the time
of going to press no further dates could be
confirmed.

UK: Vinyl / Cassette £5.99 Compact Disc £8.99

MIDGE URE - NEW ALBUM

EC: Vinyl / Cassette £7.00 Compact Disc £10.00

Due to upheavals at BMG, it looks as though
Midge’s new album will be delayed until
somewhere around the end of this year, or at least
late autumn. We can tell you though that it
sounds fabulous, and is definitely worth the wait.
It’s “...a very grown-up, very adult-orientated
album”, with a heavy Celtic influence. We’ll
review it next issue, at which point it shouldn’t be
too far away from release.

Rest of Europe and North America
Vinyl / Cassette £8.00 Compact Disc £11.00
Rest of the World
Vinyl / Cassette £9.00 Compact Disc £12.00

HOT FOOD PUBLISHING LIMITED
20 LORIAN CLOSE
WOODSIDE PARK
LONDON N12 7DZ

ULTRAVOX
ULTRAVOX BOXED

Mail order address only No personal callers, please.

CHRIS CROSS
Chris Cross is alive and well, and was kind enough
to send us a postcard recently. Hopefully we will
be able to persuade him to keep in regular contact
with us now – the last time was in EV9! (Well, it
was marked “the rarest replies in history”!).

Overseas customers: please note that only
Eurocheques or Sterling Bankers Draughts are
acceptable. Please don’t send foreign currency in
any form. Thank you!

MIDGE URE
MIDGE URE – ON THE ROAD AGAIN

BILLY CURRIE
STAND UP AND WALK

MAY
Sun

Birmingham, ICC

4

Fri

Glenrothes, Rothes Hall

5

Sat

Motherwell, Concert Hall

(01592) 611101

23

Wed

Rhyl, Pavilion

(01745) 330000

24

Thurs

Bolton, Albert Hall

(01204) 364333

(01698) 66166

SEPTEMBER

Midge will be playing a BBC-recorded Out Alone
date at the Birmingham ICC Symphony Hall (Hall
5) on Sunday May 28th, as part of Radio One’s
Music Live Masterclass.. Tickets are £8. This is
the only Out Alone show that will be featured on
the upcoming Performance tour, which starts in
July and will be a “sort of Celtic, band-type”
series of dates.

28

AUGUST

2

Sat

Colchester, Leisure World

(01206) 766660

9

Sat

Cannock, Prince of Wales

(01543) 578762

14

Thurs

Cheltenham, Playhouse Theatre (01242) 522852

21

Thurs

Darlington, Arts Centre

22

Fri

Nantwich, Theatre

23

Sat

Ulverston, Coronation Hall

(01325) 483168
??
(01229) 587120

24

Sun

Falkirk, Town Hall

(01324) 620110

28

Thurs

Maidstone, Corn Exchange

(01622) 675401

29

Fri

Leamington Spa, Spa Theatre

(01926) 334418

30

Sat

Shrewsbury, Music Hall

(01743) 350763

(0121) 2123333
OCTOBER

JULY

Billy’s second solo album is still available by post.
Please note that cheques or postal orders etc.,
should now be made payable to Hot Food
Publishing Limited. Due to the demand for this
album from overseas, the prices have had to be
revised to include the postage to various
countries, and now read as follows:-

1

Sun

Ayr, Gaiety

(01292) 264639

??

6

Fri

Barnesly, Civic

(01226) 206757

Folkestone, Leas Cliff

(01303) 253193

8

Sun

Birmingham, Town Hall

(0121) 2362392

Sun

Basingstoke, Anvil

(01256) 844244

21

Fri

Aylesbury, Civic Hall

(01296) 86009

23

Sun

Leeds, Heineken Festival

27

Thurs

Hastings, White Rock Theatre

(01424) 781000

28

Fri

Tonbridge Wells, Assembly

(01892) 530613

30

Sun

Southport, Theatre

(01704) 540404

1

Sat

Stone, Leisure

7

Fri

9

??

More dates may be added as the tour progresses,
and some dates may move, since Midge is also
due to make some WOMAD festival appearances
in Morecambe, France and Spain – nothing
confirmed yet.

Chrysalis, or moreover EMI in America, are
currently considering the possibility of releasing an
Ultravox CD-singles box set. It should include all of
Ultravox’s seventeen British single releases (from
Sleepwalk through to All in One Day), each
individually housed in a card CD sleeve which
would feature the single’s original artwork.
Hopefully each CD will include all of the tracks
from both the 7” and 12” versions, together with
some extra tracks where appropriate. With any
luck Extreme Voice will be heavily involved with
how the project will look.

ULTRAVOX CD RE-ISSUES
Chrysalis are looking to re-issue the Rage in Eden
album on compact disc as part of their mid-price
range. Unfortunately it is unlikely to feature its
original artwork as we are led to believe that there
were legal problems concerning some of the
images used. If it does prove to be impossible for
Chrysalis to use the original artwork then we will
endeavour to ensure that a more appropriate
sleeve replaces the one that adorns the original
CD’s issue (the single sleeve to The Voice). At this
stage we don’t know whether or not it will
include any extra material (Paths and Angles and
the extended version of I Never Wanted to
Begin would be nice). Hopefully Chrysalis will also
consider re-issuing Monument - The
Soundtrack, Lament and U-Vox onto CD at
some point. More news as it happens.

JOHN FOXX &
ULTRAVOX
Windsong International are still looking to go
ahead with the John Foxx / Ultravox! compact disc
that we reported on in the last issue of Extreme
Voice, as well as releasing further In Concert
material from Ultravox. The label who were
considering the unreleased early Ultravox tracks
are still expressing an interest in that project as
well. Hopefully we shouldn’t have to wait too
much longer for either of them, because of the
current interest in Eighties music.

INFLUENCES
TRON – GIVE US

It’s recommended listening (hey, Warren liked it!),
and can be obtained from the address below for
the princely sum of £10.00 sterling, including
postage and packing:
Dejan Djordjevic, Schwarzwaldstr. 9
79312 Emmendingen, West Germany

OUT NOW
in all good record stores

Cat. No : Silver Moon Music SMMCD191165

CABBALLERO – HYMN
Another recent surprise is the Italian remix of
Hymn by Italian dance group Cabballero, on the
Disco Magic label. We’re assured that although a
fast dance beat version may sound a little dodgy,
it’s actually worth a listen. It should be available
from any record shop with an imports section.

MEANWHILE...
Ultravox turned up in the most unexpected place
– in amongst the lavish 72 page colour booklet
which accompanies the excellent Tangerine
Dream box set Tangents 1973 / 1983:

Tron are a German band, heavily influenced by
Ultravox. They have released a fabulous album
which contains a reworking of Hymn, a song
(Love) based around Your Name (Has Slipped
My Mind Again), and many Ultravox-related
lyrics which are woven into completely new
compositions. The most notable of these is the
wonderfully emotive Goodbye Cruel World.

“Pilots of Purple Twilight had an instant energy
while the hypnotic sequence of the title track led
one into endless corridors of dream music.
Network 23 was Europa-dance and reminded
one that British groups like Ultravox had studied
German music closely.”
(Text reproduced by permission: Virgin Records).

RECORDED LIVE IN ROME, MEDINA AND MILAN

Catalogue Number : Virgin Records CDBOX4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Give Us (Chapter One)
Hymn
Give Us (Chapter Two)
See This World
Song on the Wind
Rain Falls Over the Land
Goodbye Cruel World (live)
Souvenirs of Paris
Parisienne Walkways
Nightfall
Love
Watching the World

• Dancing with Tears in My Eyes • Reap the Wild Wind • All Stood Still •

NEW NEWS
If you’d like to be informed when we have more
news on any of the above items, send in stamped,
addressed envelopes (or for overseas, addressed
envelopes with International Reply Coupons),
marked ULTRAVOX LIVE or CD REISSUES etc,
whatever you’d like to know more about. Then
we’ll send you a mailer on that item as soon as we
hear of any developments.

• Slow Motion • Distance • The Voice • Ingenuity • Ideals • Vienna • Give it All Back
• • Future Picture Forever • The Silent Cries • One Small Day • Hymn • Lament •

W

1) Yes, Midge has one brother (Bobby) who is
three years older, and one sister (Linda) who is
three years younger. 2) In 1984 Midge liked to do his clothes
shopping at PW Forte, but we also accepted the answer of Peter
Jones‘ clothes shop in the Kings Road.

Now’s your chance to win more booty. Our apologies for not
being able to get the John Foxx posters signed, but we’re still
trying to make contact with him, which certainly isn’t easy! If
anyone just happens to run into him...!

This time we have signed Ultravox CDs, and the final two items
of stage clothes from years gone by, from Midge...

First Prize:
Ultravox’s Future Picture (live) album on CD, factory wrapped.
Also a fully signed photo of Billy, Sam, Tony, Gary and Vinnie.

First Prize:
Lightweight blue Katharine Hamnett trousers, worn by Midge
circa 1985, with signed certificate of authenticity.
Ingenuity CD (not yet released in the UK), signed by Billy.
Future Picture (live) CD, factory wrapped.

Second Prize:
20”x30” poster of Midge taken backstage at the Hammersmith
Odeon in 1981, signed personally to the winner.
Third Prize:
Pure booklet (square, white cover, with cut-out to show pic of LP
sleeve below), designed for the boxed presentation pack of that
album. Signed by Midge in black marker.

EV13 competition
winners:

Fourth Prize:
Two 20”x30” posters of John Foxx, taken by Peter Gilbert for
The Garden photo shoot. They’re not signed, sorry!

Raffle

All you need to do to enter the raffle is return the enclosed
tickets to the EV address, with your full name on the back of
them. A strip of five costs £1.00, or all ten for £2.00. Closing
date is the 31st of August 1995. Cheques payable to Cerise
Reed, please.

ell, it was interesting to see from the answers
to last issue’s competition, just how many of
you keep scrapbooks! Here are the answers:

EV13 raffle winners:
Janet Hudson
Heavyweight white
Katharine Hamnett
trousers, worn by Midge,
circa 1985, and a guitar
plectrum used by Midge
on the 1993 Out Alone
tour, mounted on an
autographed plaque.

Sue Goulding (again!)
A heavy black-with-goldthread “Signature
Clothes” jacket, worn by
Midge in 1980. The
pocket contains a book of
stamps dated July 1980,
some foreign coins, and a
piece of paper detailing a
meeting for an interview.
Also a guitar plectrum
used by Midge on the
1993 Out Alone tour,
mounted on an
autographed plaque.

Paul Hitchcock
Ultravox’s Revelation
album on cassette, and a
guitar plectrum and
plaque, as above.

Andy Carruthers
Heavyweight cream
Katharine Hamnett
trousers, worn by Midge
circa 1985, and a guitar
plectrum and plaque, as
above.

Sue Hardiman
Sue Cullen
Ultravox’s I Am Alive CD
single, and a guitar
plectrum and plaque, as
above.

Lee Whitehouse
J Pybus
Ultravox’s Rare Volume
Two CD (promo copies),
and a guitar plectrum and
plaque, as above.

Second Prize:
Lightweight cream-and-brown jacket, worn by Midge circa 1981,
with signed certificate of authenticity.
Ingenuity CD, signed by Billy.
Future Picture (live) CD, factory wrapped.
Third Prize:
Ingenuity CD, signed by Billy.
Future Picture (live) CD, factory wrapped.
Here are this issue’s brain teasers (go on, have a go!) :1) Which Ultravox song do John Foxx, Midge Ure, Tony Fenelle
and Sam Blue all have in common, and why?
2) Who (Warren, Chris, Billy or Midge) hasn’t driven in an
Ultravox video? Extra points will go to the person who can
say where the other three are seen to drive.
3) What song was credited as being the very first release by
Ultravox! (note the exclamation mark)?
4) What’s unique about the 12” single release of Dancing with
Tears in My Eyes?
5) Who (Warren, Chris, Billy or Midge) smokes in an Ultravox
video, and where?
6) What is Midge doing on the front of the Vienna album? (We
do know what he’s doing, so keep your guesses clean!).
7) Which Ultravox song has had the most remixes made of it?
In the event of a tie break, extra points will go to the person
who can name all the versions!
If you think that you can only answer a couple of questions, don’t
despair, you might not be the only one! Write your answers (on
one separate sheet of paper, please) along with your name and
address, and post to the EV address on page one. Closing date is
the 31st of August 1995. The most correct answers win.

Competition

H

ere we are again! Thanks for all your entries –
the winners were drawn by blindfolded
friends of ours! The winners’ prizes will be
packed up and posted very shortly, just as
soon as EV has been mailed out.

Rare

EDEN

Rock & Reggae & Derek & Clive

Young Savage b/w Slip Away

Catalogue Number: Island MM1

(recorded live at The Rainbow, London)

(Left, and back cover detail below left).

Catalogue Number: Island 17961 AT

A Melody Maker sampler album. The first track on side

(Top right). German single with a unique picture

one of this album is The Wild, the Beautiful and the

sleeve. “Ultravox!” is written in white whilst the titles

Damned, which coincidentally is the first ever release

are in red. The pictures of the band are details of the

credited to Ultravox!. Other artists on this album who

ones used on the inside of their self-titled first album’s

Here are five more rare and unusual Ultravox vinyl

were destined for greater things include Robert Palmer

gatefold sleeve: Chris – yellow, Stevie – light brown,

collectibles, this time from the early Ultravox period,

singing Got to Get a Grip on You taken from his

Warren – orange, Billy and John – pink. An advert for

courtesy of Rob Portman and Paul O’Donnell.

(then) new album Some People Can Do What They

the Ultravox! album is on the back of the sleeve, in

Like, and the surreal dialogue Squatter and the Ant,

black and white.

in

taken from the outrageous album Derek and Clive
(live), performed by Dudley Moore and the late, great

Rockwrok b/w Hiroshima Mon Amour

Peter Cook. Other artists on the album include Eddie

Catalogue Number: Island 11655 AT

and the Hot Rods, Sandy Denny, Bunny Wailer, Max

(Middle right). German single with a unique picture

Romeo, The Upsetters, Burning Spear, and Justin Hines

sleeve. Features the original version of Hiroshima

and the Dominoes.

Mon Amour on the B-side as opposed to the version

Dangerous Rhythm b/w My Sex

with “Ultravox!” written in white. The back cover

off of Ha! Ha! Ha! The front cover is in red and black
Catalogue Number: Island 17715 AT

features black and white adverts for Ultravox! and

(Below). The picture sleeve for this German single is in

Ha! Ha! Ha! on a red background.

colour and is the same as the one which was used for
the Ultravox! album. The reverse is in black and

Frozen Ones b/w Man Who Dies Every Day

white, and features the pictures of the band as per the

Catalogue Number: Island 11815 AT

inside of the gatefold sleeve for the first album.

(Bottom right). Rare German single with a unique

Dangerous Rhythm is picked out in white whilst My

picture sleeve. This has to be the most sought-after of

Sex is in light blue.

all the featured German singles because it has a
specially remixed version of The Man Who Dies
Every Day as its B-side. The front cover photo and
single title are in black and white, with the border,
band name and B-side song title picked out in purple.
The back of the sleeve is the same as for Rockwrok
(above), except the background is white.

Next issue – Japanese Ultravox rarities

ASHES
1982

of MEMORIES

was a great year anyway, with
college, parties, drink – a
generally easy life. Also my copy of Rage in
Eden was getting worn out, The Ascent was
still winding me up for being far too short,
and Stranger Within was still a great
hangover cure.

Anyway it happened – Reap the Wild Wind –
yahoo. I bought it all – 7”, 12” black, clear
vinyl, posters, anything. Ultravox was back in
business. Quartet came and then the tour.
Looking back now it was like the turning
point of my life, really. I remember being
paranoid about getting tickets, I didn’t trust
the Royal Mail – it was personally and with
cash. No credit card hotline for me then!
Well, I got the tickets – Leicester, Sheffield
and via a helpful cousin, Hammersmith
Odeon. Leicester was the first gig, the first
time I’d ever seen Ultravox live. I studied the

programme. I couldn’t believe it – it was
really happening – this Ultravox fan amongst
other Ultravox fans. The Messengers had
been and gone thanks to the marvellous
parking facilities in Leicester. Ultravox B-sides
were now being played which I thought was
a good idea (I particularly remember Mood
Music by midge and Monument) then there
was a soundcheck, I recognised the beginning
of Reap the Wild Wind, and before I could yet
again read the programme – the lights went
out...!
The wind machine, the curtains, the dry ice,
the boys and out popped Reap the Wild
Wind. It was heaven. I remember praying that
nothing would go wrong and no mistakes
would occur – silly really. Thinking back,
maybe because I dragged my friends along I
wanted them to come away elated like I
knew I would be – or maybe I just felt for the
band.

The highlight of the tour was I think
Sheffield, because I knew what to expect
trackwise after Leicester – so shouting out for
the next song immediately before they
played it made me feel good (look, I was 17!)
Also being on the front row was the icing on
the cake. There was no dry ice unfortunately
on the night, but the atmosphere and feeling
they put across had just as much impact –
particularly Visions in Blue and Vienna.
Sometimes I just felt alone – that they were
just playing to me. Another good bit was
New Europeans when Midge’s guitar string
broke – they coped pretty well, making sure
we didn’t miss out, by more or less playing it
again.
I didn’t go backstage at Leicester because I
didn’t know it was done then – however later
I found out that it was and I could have done
– I was a broken man!! Still Sheffield City hall,
10:30pm. We waited, and waited and we
were in. That was a great moment – meeting
my musical heroes, finding out that they were
human too. I remember Chris coming and
going – he said that they had had a problem
with the keyboards (not that I had noticed). I
remember Warren being the quiet, smooth

dude in the corner. Billy was the complete
opposite to his stage character – as for the
Huddersfield accent!!! They all chatted quite
readily. I remember going back to my sister’s
afterwards
with
my
mate,
totally
gobsmacked – I couldn’t sleep much. Going
back to Leicester on the train I felt so good –
that I, me, moi had been there – backstage,
chatting to Ultravox – THE BAND.
Hammersmith was still to come – I could really
relax and enjoy this one, and I did, I took it all
in. I can still smell the dry ice. I wasn’t
bothered about a programme – I had read it
enough times in Leicester. I stood around
again after the gig to go backstage and I did,
yeehargh – but they didn’t even recognise me
– pah!
So that was it, besides recently getting
married and becoming a dad, that period in
my life was a turning point in which I realised
that Ultravox, through their music was
helping me deal with life – each song helped
me – but seeing them live transformed me.
Ultravox became more than just a band...
Adam Wrzyszcz

B i l l y C u rr i e
T

he main portion of this interview took
place in March of this year, when Billy was

kind enough to invite us both down to his house in London to
talk about Ultravox past and present, and about his plans to
take the band into the nineties and the charts again. A few
additions were made a couple of weeks later, by phone.

EV: How did you meet the guys in
the new band, the new line-up?

“We still had
some gigs to do
when Tony Fenelle
left the band.”

Billy:
We still had some gigs
to do when Tony Fenelle left the
band. Well, the first thing that
Harry [Cowell] said was, “Well let’s
get a band together and do this
properly, we’ve got a gig to do on
June the 27th or something”,
actually it was even earlier, June
19th, this gig I was talking about
just now, in Germany. Now it was
the chance for Harry to just really
have control of the band and for
me to get the band back, because
the comment from Simon [NapierBell] when Tony Fenelle fucked off
was, “Thank Christ he’s gone,
you’ve got your band back now!”
But it felt like we’d got the band

back now and they could be in on it
right from the start ‘cos they never
liked him at all. I’d got the
management when I’d done the
album, because my manager
walked out right in the middle of
making that album, and first of all
I’d got the... I’m going to write this
all on the sleeve notes with the live
album as well. Harry thinks that it
would be a good idea again to
make contact with the ordinary
punter, so that they don’t think that
this thing has come right out of the
blue. Just make them realise what’s
been going on, ‘cos I’m not trying
to con anybody or anything, I get a
little bit worried that they might
think “Where’s that come from”,
you know what I mean. So that it’s
not just record company orientated.

So I kept with Tony [Holmes] the
drummer because I thought he
was good, and nice-looking
(laughs), and I was organised to
audition some singers at Harry’s
studio where we put all of
Ingenuity down, though we
didn’t mix it there, in Shepherds’
Bush. I started auditioning, and
Tony brought this friend of his,
Gary Williams, along and I
thought, well I listened to him play
and I just thought, “What the hell,
we’ll be going into rehearsals
soon”, he seemed a nice likable
sort of character, mainly because I
knew Tony [Holmes]. You’ve got to
be really careful after you’ve met
someone like Tony Fenelle, ‘cos
they can seem OK on the front,
but Gary Williams did seem alright,
he seemed a cool sort of bloke.
So I’d got the three of us straight
away and I started rehearsing
these people, which was not like
advertising in Melody Maker like I
did for Humania, sifting through
hundreds of letters. It was a bit of
a sterile way of doing it and I was
feeling a bit uneasy, I said to Harry
“Look, don’t let’s rush this just ‘cos
we’ve got this gig” and he was
thinking “Yes Bill, just get on with
it!”. So I met these people who
came from agencies, and I tried
one guy that had been in ELO Part
2, who had a great voice but had
listened to Revelation too much
and he had copied Tony’s voice, it
was very similar that kind of
middle-of-the-road sort of AOR
sound, he was very good though.
But there was one guy that I tried
who had been in a band on A&M,
I think called Colours, you may
have vaguely heard of them. I was
quite interested that he had
recorded before and had listened
to the album which was OK, so I
thought “Right, we’ll go into
rehearsals now with this guy, I’ll try

him out”. So I said to him, “I’ll try
you out, it’s not a yes or no yet,
how can I?”. So I wasn’t going to
do what I did with Tony Fenelle
like, “Right let’s do it”, that kind of
impulsive decision. So I organised
the rehearsals and Simon and
Harry said, “this guy’s just left Asia,
and we’re not managing Asia
anymore”, they were just going
through a point where they were
leaving them, and I went,
“Mmmm, I don’t know about
that”. I was just a bit down on
bands like Asia, I learnt quite a bit
from working with Steve Howe [on
the Transportation album] but
I’ve got a thing about progressive
rock bands, the way they lay it on
like syrup, especially Asia (laughs),
and so I don’t work like that. If
they’re leaning towards classical
music, they do it just how I don’t
want to. I’m like chalk and cheese
with people like that. So I thought,
“Well maybe we can try the guy”,
so I met up with Vinnie Burns
down in rehearsals and the band
seemed to work really well
together, it was OK. It was nice to
work with a guitarist who is
proficient, ‘cos I have worked with
Stevie Shears which nearly sent me
to an early grave! No I’m joking,
he’s very very good but he fell into
that punk thing and got a bit lazy.
In other words, if I said to him four
years on, “Could you play me a BFlat”, he’d say, “Sorry?”. What I
mean is you need someone who
really knows their way around the
instrument, and he certainly did so
that was quite good and I brought
this guy in, I won’t tell you his
name ‘cos you would have heard
of him. There was just something
weird about the guy that I liked, he
wasn’t in any way good-looking or
anything, but he had this funny
weird dance that he used to do.
But anyway I rehearsed with him
for two-and-a-half days and it just
wasn’t working. It’s quite funny

“I learnt
quite a bit from
working with
Steve Howe
[on the
Transportation
album]...”

really when it takes Tony Holmes to
take me to one side and say,
“Fucking hell, this guy’s shit!”
(laughs), pardon my expression,
and I’m getting all sort of, “What
do you mean! It’s my band!”. I
was ready for saying no anyway,
but Harry had got me beamed
onto that stage for this gig, like I
say Harry’s a real do-er, an ex-tour
manager, he loves to go for it.
Anyway I had to kick him out and
funnily enough he came banging
on this door round here, ‘cos he
lives down near Golder’s Green,
and he came banging at my door
after, threatening to take me to
the Musicians’ Union, accusing me
of using him to rehearse the band.
And I was like, “You fucking idiot,
I was developing you because I
thought you could work”, I mean
what did he want me to say, “I’m
not so sure, so piss off”, after ten
minutes? I can’t believe some
people. It’s just the business,
people are desperate, aren’t they?
He thought he’d really got a break
there.

“You know me,
I’ve always
wanted to be
a successful
instrumentalist...”

So anyway, we carried on, we’d
got a band and we thought it felt
quite good. So there we were at
least we’d got a band but we were
without a singer, so we organised
some more and we tried this guy
from Hipsway, do you remember
Hipsway? And it didn’t quite work
but he was a really nice guy, tall
bloke, about six foot eight or
something, and we had a right
laugh with him. He was a Scottish
guy, a Glasgow guy I think, but it
just didn’t work, he was used to
doing a different kind of music I
think, but he was a really nice
bloke. We tried another guy who
was drunk, who used to be in a
band called String Driven Thing
who I used to go and watch in the
seventies ‘cos they had a really
good violin player, so I was keen to
check him out, but he’d gone for

the big alcohol bottle in the sky.
Who else did I try? I tried one or
two more and it was a very strange
set-up here, while this was going
on we’d go outside for a break and
there was Rolf Harris painting
outside, I mean it was a bit bizarre!
He was doing a painting outside in
the reception area.
It was a very strange time for me as
you can imagine, it was like, Tony
Fenelle had really given me a good
kick in the head, but me and Harry
were like, “Yeah, come on, get up,
let’s get on with it, don’t lie down
and die”. Anyway Sam came in
and I quite warmed to him, I think
it’s hearing a Geordie accent
instead of constantly hearing
Londoners, not being a Londoner
myself I related to him, and he
sang the tracks and he’d just got a
very good voice. It’s a thing I’ve got
to write in the notes on the live
album, he’d got real clarity in his
high frequencies and that was
really nice, it was something that
could relate to, the slight classical
orientation that still comes
through in the music. But he’d got
a real power as well, ‘cos I’d
rehearsed with him, I’d said, “OK,
let’s keep going”, rehearsed with
him all day, and he didn’t flag at
all. It’s one thing to be able to sing
and it’s another to be able to
rehearse and do gigs, the stamina
and voice control. So I just said,
“Dye your hair and you’re in!”
(laughs).
I think what’s strange is when we
did a lot of the ideas for this
Ingenuity album, again it’s a sign
of the times, I did it in my room at
the back, we wrote a lot of it up
there before we took it into the
studio on my computer, I’ve got all
my keyboards up there. It’s, I don’t
want to sound paranoid, but it’s
like taking your work home with
you. I was just making that point

that it’s difficult when you’ve got
someone coming to your house
every day to write over a period,
because when I did it with Ultravox
we always made sure, right in the
early days before we got the deal
with John Foxx or when Midge
joined, that we were always out
somewhere doing it. As soon as
you start bringing your work
home, like when I got my studio at
Notting Hill Gate, it’s very dodgy,
you feel like people are coming at
you, it’s a very odd thing.
That’s how we got it together. The
idea was to avoid dodgy
production deals like when I met
up with Tony Fenelle, that was a
production deal with Berwick
Street Studios. We wanted to
avoid middlemen. It was like
Harry’s idea was, “Well just come
and do it at my place!” so he was
the guy who went bankrupt
(laughs), no I’m joking, he was the
guy who took the weight of us
coming in to his studio when other
people weren’t using it.
EV: We both love the track
Majestic, it’s great to hear an
instrumental again.
BC: I’m glad you like it, I’d like to
do more instrumentals on the next
one ‘cos I think you do start to feel
like you’re just doing a song
formula. I tried to get out of the
song formula on some tracks, but I
think when we do manage to do
another album, I’d like to get two
or three instrumentals on it. It’s
something that you don’t do easily,
but you can slot it onto a rock
album, instrumentals. You know
me, I’ve always wanted to be a
successful instrumentalist, but it
just hasn’t happened, but if I can
just get this up and running again
then... I mean we did some in the
eighties and it was an agreed thing
within the band, and I think it was

great to have started the Vienna
album off with an instrumental,
that was really good, and then we
seemed to have forgotten about
doing that, unfortunately. It’s very
easy to just forget.
EV: Astradyne was Ultravox’s
first fully-fledged instrumental.
BC: Nothing against John Foxx,
but we did instrumentals like at
the end of I Want to Be a
Machine, but they were tied onto
the song to make the song sound
more significant in a way. It’s the
story of your life if you’re an
instrumentalist, you always feel
like you’re being tied down in a
band, although you haven’t got
enough confidence to throw the
whole thing away because you
have to work within that medium,
the group with the vocalist.
EV: Do you know if there are any
tracks which were completed by
Ultravox which were never
released by Chrysalis?
BC: We never really got to that
nice position of having more tracks
than we needed for the album, it
was always a little bit like “This is
the album” we never had like two
or three to choose from, it wasn’t
that kind of a band. We didn’t
really find it that easy to rehearse,
so we would know what we had
to do and just go for it, it was
never like songs coming out left,
right and centre. Especially with
the eighties line-up because it was
never really like that. We came in
with little ideas and did a lot of
jamming, which I thought was
really good, actually.
I found a cassette upstairs when I
was clearing some stuff out, and it
was from when we were doing the
Vienna album, I can’t remember
what track it was now, but the way

they start and the way they
eventually turn into something,
they’re very different, I think all
that stuff is really good. That’s one
of the reasons why I want to still
play in a band because I find all
that really exciting.
There will be more communication
this time, you can only really do
that if you can afford to go into a
rehearsal room, you might think
that that is really silly to say but
someone’s got to pay for it, and
then you can really stretch out.
Also there’s a lot of pressure on
individuals, it’s better to walk
before you can run in this new
band’s case. I think it’s worked a lot
better for me keeping hold of it
and just knowing when to involve
other writers, but the band in the
seventies was quite often just John
Foxx coming in with ideas, and
then we would help develop them.
EV: So how does it work these
days with the new line-up?
BC: The way it works these days,
I was just hinting at what I was
talking about there, it’s a bad habit
of mine. But because of financial
restraints and no record company
backing or no management
backing... Like with the eighties
line-up we had [Chris] Morrison
get hold of an advance for us, it
was from the bank. He signed
some money to enable us to get
up off the ground, it was about
£50,000 or something from the
Nat West. But now Simon and
Harry are not prepared to put any
money into it, but they’ll put free
studio time.
So Sam and I worked on the ideas
here, and... from working with
Tony Fenelle and Rod Gammons,
the way these dance guys work, I’d
been working on a C-Lab, I had a
Q-Base programme here in 1991

when I first moved up here, and I
had this really eccentric guy who
was a friend of a bloke who used
to work at my studio come over,
and we used to do really crazy
things on Q-Base and I never really
got into it. But he used to make
patterns with it, little blocks and
we got some very interesting stuff,
this is making music with the MIDI
[Musical
Instrument
Digital
Interface] computer programme,
and it was interesting, you could
just lift things up and move them
around and cut them up and stuff,
and people swear by them these
days, they love them. But I didn’t
really like that because I can read
music and because I can write in
music, and I quite like to use that
ability that I’ve learnt. I’ve rarely
been able to, except for going
away and doing it with stuff within
the group, for example Vienna, I
don’t want to harp on about that
but I told the rest of the guys to
just leave it up to me and luckily
they did. So I just went away and
scored the middle section, and it
was quite a nice thing, but it’s no
big ego trip, it’s just never done.
So I was never into that Q-Base
thing, I got bored with it. But one
weird thing about working with
Tony Fenelle was this thing called
the C-Lab and it’s so quick, it’s
quite a nice programme, and Tony
Fenelle was using it. I learnt never
to let other people do it for me
anyway, I’ll do it myself, because
they’ll start acting like they’re the
producer, the writer, they’ll go on
these terrible ego trips which is
what Tony Fenelle did, and he
couldn’t even use the program
very well. Rod Gammons used to
tart it up and take all the feeling
out of it. He’d got access to every
note that I’d played, and he did a
lot of that on the Revelation
album, so it becomes so strong
that you might as well not bother,

it just negates the whole idea of
putting feeling into your playing, if
you understand what I mean, you
can mess around with it and get at
every note, and this is the way that
quite a lot of dance people think. It
sounds so good and so convincing
that you could take that off and
put another one on, and that
would sound a bit similar, but it
doesn’t have any real feel to it or
originality and spontaneity to it.
Groups are interesting to people
because they’re different. The way
I was working at the time was I’d
just tell Tony what to put in and
then he’d run the machine, but
unbeknownst to me he’d been
getting a right little ego going.
There are really awful people
around. But what I learnt from that
was, “Do it yourself!”.
So when I said to them that I’d like
to rehearse and go into a rehearsal
room, they just said that they
hadn’t got any money. So the onus
was on me, ‘cos I’ve got lots of
equipment upstairs that I managed
to get out of DSB, so I did get
something out of that, so I use it.
So when we found Sam, it wasn’t
the ideal situation, but Sam and I
wrote most of the stuff up here,
and then Vinnie came down and
helped us write, I went up to
Vinnie’s place actually and we
wrote The Silent Cries and he
helped finish off There Goes a
Beautiful World and the track
Majestic, also Vinnie came down
here when we were still doing the
album and we wrote that
together. But we had to do that at
a certain time because he couldn’t
afford to come down twice, things
like this. I have to hang in there
and not get all shirty about things,
I’ve got to understand that they’re
all skint.
EV: There’s a lot of references to
space on the Ingenuity album

especially in the title track and
obviously with the astronaut on
the cover, was there a ‘space’
theme?
BC: Yeah there was. Just for the
title track, not a theme throughout
the album, just for that track. It
can be a bit off-putting, the name
Ingenuity. I got some journalists,
particularly one from Berlin, who
said, “Billy, is this an explanation of
you?”, like I’m trying to say that
I’m ingenious or something
(laughs), definitely not! And it just
dawned on me that some people
may think that it’s a real pompous,
big-headed title actually. But what
it is, is that song Ingenuity is all
about the space race and where
we’ve got to so far in the space
race, and it’s a little bit like an
implication that it was all done for
political ends and that we haven’t
got anywhere really, and that’s why
the spaceman on the front looks a
little bit pathetic and it’s taking the
mickey a little bit.
The word “ingenuity” is a word to
describe the human race and what
we’ve achieved. OK, it’s taking the
piss, but it’s ingenious the way
things to do with space have
developed, from the forties
through to the seventies, you
wouldn’t believe that in that small
amount of time how things would
change. But this is going in other
ways as well, in other parts of
technology, even with the
information super -highway now,
and that things today are just
amazing when compared to what
it was like fifteen years ago. Which
also affects what Ultravox were
working with in the eighties, we
were involved with technology, just
what we had in the seventies
compared to what we had in the
eighties, but I’m digressing there.
What I’m trying to say is that it’s to
imply that it will take some kind of

ingenuity over even such a small
period of time like fifty years, that
we might have the chance to
discover some technology where
we will be able to maybe seriously
move in time without it just being
a space ship going through space.
It sounds like it’s a bit overblown,
but you’ll be able to hear it in the
lyrics and what it is, is just saying
that amazing though it may seem,
but it might be in the next fifteen
or twenty years that we might
learn how to freely travel in space
because obviously we’re not quite
doing it the right way when it
takes nearly a year to get to the far
planets in our solar system. So it’s
like we’re not quite clicking. So
that’s what that song’s about, it’ll
take some ingenuity and we might
be able to travel these so called
light years to planets that might be
similar to ours.
And that’s what the front cover’s
all about, I’m just a bit peeved
about the print of the cover from
Intercord because it’s not really
that shade of blue, it should have
been a darker blue, a more sort of
British Airways blue, but that will
be corrected when it’s released
through BMG, but it would’ve just
looked that bit stronger and
classier.
EV: Why did you put the crowd
noise into There Goes a
Beautiful World and where does
it come from, is it one of the live
shows?
BC: No, that’s just from a sample.
We were having a lot of fun
remixing it, I mean that has been
through a hell of a lot of changes
but in some ways a bit more in my
head rather than in the rehearsal
studio. If you’re in a rehearsal
studio everyone can see and hear
what’s going on, I did a completely
different backing track to that that

didn’t work, it was a lot more rock
orientated and it became even
more rock when Vinnie put the
guitar on it and when we were in
the studio I didn’t like it so I
completely changed it around and
we were having so much fun
mixing it, me and Charlie Francis, it
was the very last track we mixed.
Charlie co-produced the album
with me, he’ll be engineering this
live album, you’ll have to meet him
he’s a really nice character. He
helped me audition the vocalists at
Harry’s studio. But that was so
much fun mixing that ‘cos it was
the last song although we did do
Majestic
afterwards
the
instrumental the very last thing
and we were getting really
knackered, really tired but we
couldn’t mess about because we
hadn’t got the money to mess
about, so we had to really get on
with it.
But having said that, I’d like to just
point out that this is really
interesting that I’m not saying that
we’ve all kind of wimped out in
the nineties but I just want to point
out that that was supposed to be
hard doing it but it wasn’t really
we had lots of time here ‘cos we
weren’t paying for this place to
think about things and the way we
rehearsed things was tied in with
touring so the money to do the
tour would pay for us to develop
our tracks before we went on the
tour we had to be very shrewd but
I just want to point out that we did
Systems of Romance in two
weeks, two fucking weeks, and
we did Vienna in three weeks. I
mean because we did Ingenuity
in a real, I mean it was a good
studio for doing live stuff but it
wasn’t overdone with equipment
to put it mildly, things going wrong
left, right and centre, it was pretty
clapped-out. The Manic Street
Preachers had been in there, lots of

“I just want to
point out that we
did Systems of
Romance in two
weeks, two
fucking weeks,
and we did Vienna
in three weeks.”

bands
like
Dedicated
and
Spiritualised, it had really had the
crap kicked out of it, and here was
Ultravox doing a really high level
kind of music with keyboards
(laughs) and there would be
Charlie plugging something in at
the back and it would be going
Bzzzzzzzz ‘cos the back of the
desk was in a right state, no DI
boxes and stuff, one DI box in the
place, but we just got on with it. It
was OK, we just had to be very
careful about it. It was just a very
basic studio and we just had to be
extra careful, but if you’ve got a
good engineer like the guy who
was working there, Charlie Francis,
and between us we made sure that
we did it right. It’s just that when I
said it wasn’t very good it didn’t
affect the music, it was just
frustrating that you would would
hit on patches that didn’t work, it
was more like that rather than
doing a job that wasn’t very good.

“You can’t expect
people to feel a
part of the band
unless you go out
and play [live]...”

But I mean I can give you an
example, OK it was a crap studio
but it was advanced to us for
nothing, so beggars can’t be
choosers, as they say. Also I’ve just
made an example of doing
Systems of Romance in two
weeks, but when Vinnie came
down from Oldham he used to be
in a band called Dare, and the lead
singer was an old mate of mine
who was the keyboard player in
Thin Lizzy, Darren, who I used to
go out and get pissed with when I
used to knock around with Phil
Lynott, this is going back to about
1985. Darren left Thin Lizzy ‘cos
every time I used to see him I said
that I went to check out Lizzy and
I used to make a crack ‘cos he was
suffering from what I used to
suffer from, which was where they
don’t put the keyboards through
the PA. So I used to wind him up
and it turns out that Vinnie had
been in his band and they blew all

their money, but they did stupid
things like spend four months
doing the guitars in Los Angeles
and then it never happened for
obvious reasons, so enter Mr
Vinnie Burns, and we used to take
the piss out of him, “Oh Vinnie’s
coming in to do the guitars...”. I’d
tell the rest of the band “We
should come back in 1998!”. He
had six days to do his guitar, which
is a fair luxury really, but he’s a
good guitarist and I wanted it
right. He’s very efficient, very
technological in his thinking
because it’s a very technological
age now, some of the equipment
he’s got is quite ridiculous, MIDI
orientated so he has to fart around
a bit. This album was done in a not
very good studio, but we did it
with a lot of care. When I did the
keyboards I think I took about a
week, which when you think that
we laid all the stuff down for the
most expensive album we ever did,
Quartet, we put all the stuff down
in four weeks at Air Studios and
then spent two years in Montserrat
and we’re still trying to pay it off
now! (laughs).

that can pull some strokes. I mean
I was managing myself when I got
involved with this Tony Fenelle
thing and people were taking over,
but the chap who used to own the
Roundhouse let us go in and pay
later, it was that kind of a thing.

EV: How long did Ingenuity take
to record in total?

EV: So you’ve got a lot of history
to cram in.

BC: I can’t actually say, ‘cos it was
recorded in patches, we’d go in
and do two days and then go in
and do a week. You could work it
out, we were charged £300 a day
lock-out, that means you can go
right through and it came in at just
about £12,000, the laying down of
it, and the actual mixing took
exactly two weeks at the
Roundhouse Studio, that’s quite a
good studio. It’s a mix room which
is just about as big as this
[indicates the living room], it’s
quite small, Paul Weller had just
been in there and that was fixed
up again through contacts ‘cos it’s
quite useful to have a manager

BC: ...yes and you’ve got to be
careful because you don’t want to
miss something out that’s really
important and you’ve also got to
check that “Hang on, is it just
important to me?”.

EV: If
Total
BMG
release
Ingenuity are they going to
release a single, and if so what is it
likely to be?
BC: I don’t know yet, Harry’s still
talking with them. All we know is
that Total BMG want to release the
album sometime in May [see News
section]. They want the two
albums out together, and they’re
not quite sure which one should
go out first, not in the same week
but very close. One of them will
definitely come out in May and
they will put the other one out
maybe not in the same month but
very close. In fact I’m just writing
the liner note for the middle of the
live album. It’s going very well, I’m
just trying to make so it’s not as
long as the Bible, not easy really
with a band like Ultravox...

EV: Do you know what tracks will
be included on the forthcoming
live album?
BC: I can tell you more or less all
of them, I’m just not sure if some
of them will work out because we
did different songs, three or four
of them we only did on certain
nights, but at the moment it’ll be,
of the old ones it’ll be All Stood

Still, Slow Motion, Dancing
with Tears in My Eyes, Reap the
Wild Wind, Vienna, One Small
Day, Hymn and we do a different
heavier version of The Voice and
we did a version of Lament as
well, which is similar to the one
that I did with the band that I put
together in 1989, the one that
became Humania, so it’s got a
different fuller middle section. And
of the new ones we’ll be doing
Ingenuity, There Goes a
Beautiful World, Give it all
Back, Ideals, The Silent Cries
and Distance, so that comes to
fifteen doesn’t it.
EV: Why nothing
Revelation album?

from

the

BC: We did do some tracks from
that album when we went out to
Italy, but I’ll have a listen to them,
it’s still possible. I haven’t even
listened to the tapes yet, I’ve got a
tape upstairs on cassette but it’s
dog-rough, but I have to go and
listen to the actual master tapes
this Friday. It’s just that I have a
little bit of a downer about
Systems of Love and all of that
stuff from then because I’d been
ripped off, everything about it was
an absolute nightmare. I know that
shouldn’t affect the music and if
there’s anything I quite like it’s
Perfecting the Art of Common
Ground, the fact of the matter is
that it does tend to affect the
music. I’ve just decided that
because we’ve got so much more
to do, it was better to use the new
material of the line-up now, ‘cos it
can all get a little bit diffused if
you’re not careful.
EV: Will the live album be from
one show or an amalgam of
shows?
BC: It’ll be an amalgam of shows,
yeah, three shows. Again that was

a hell of a stroke from the
management that we managed to
even have enough money to
record them.
EV: Which three shows were
they?
BC: We recorded Rome, Medina
and Milan. It’s pretty rough at the
moment, but it will be live, though
we will have to patch it up where
the mistakes are a bit too over the
top, ’cos there are some mistakes
but it’s got a good vibe to it, it’s
just that it was a short, two-week
tour. I think I told you that I’d done
this tour and it’s quite nice to have
got this down on record ‘cos when
I tell you that I’ve done it you go
“Oh really?!” and it’s just so
distant, no-one knows anything
about it. It’s just the way that we
put this Ingenuity album
together, it’s part of that really, the
way we got the band together
playing the old stuff and reworking
some of the old stuff and also
doing stuff true to the original and
also mixing in six of the new tracks
as well. You can’t expect people to
feel a part of the band unless you
go out and play, it’s like when
Midge joined we were lucky
enough to go and do gigs over in
America and slowly but surely he
became
more
and
more
comfortable, playing old stuff ‘cos
we couldn’t write new stuff all
together. It’s the same as that in a
way, it’s just with four new
members, apart from Tony
[Holmes] who had done that
dreadful tour with Tony Fenelle but
it was the same thing, you go out
and do the old stuff and try out
your new stuff as well.
The early live tracks like Face to
Face and Kings Lead Hat still had
an edge because we were still
aware of that edge that had gone
on through the punk period,

through the seventies. When I
heard them both again on the
Rare [Volume One] CD it
surprised me, it was good to hear
those tracks again, ‘cos there was
so much energy.
EV: You also mentioned that you
would like to rework some other
John Foxx era tracks in the live
shows.
BC: Yeah, I’d like to. This is
another thing I want to put in the
notes on the live album, just to
remind people that I did that
Humania thing which was a bit of
a waste of time (laughs). It wasn’t
a waste of time, sorry I shouldn’t
say that, you always put it down to
experience. If I think of that,
rehearsing with that band and
then think of rehearsing with this
band, when I was in there I didn’t
feel uncomfortable, I felt rather
used to it, ‘cos it is a bit strange
when you work with completely
new people although I did get
Robin Simon into that band
eventually. With those few gigs I
did with Humania I did do I Can’t
Stay Long which was actually a
bit of a mess when I think back. I
wasn’t actually playing that well at
that time ‘cos I’d just broken my
arm which was a bit of a stupid
thing to do. But I’d just thrown out
my lead instrument and I was just
doing stuff on an M1, I was
musically confused as regards
keyboards (laughs). It’s just that
through the eighties it was all so
brash and “Oh this is outdated
now and that is outdated now!” I
suddenly found myself without a
lead
instrument.
Whereas
guitarists feel quite happy playing
old instruments, it’s different with
keyboards and the way I did it it
wasn’t very pleasurable, but I was
trying to do lead stuff on an M1,
it’s a Korg, it’s awful. What I’ve got
now is a thing called a Vintage

Keys which is reliable, you see I
couldn’t take out an ARP Odyssey,
although I used an ARP Odyssey on
Ingenuity and loved it. That’s the
original thing and not even the
Oscar which I used on the solo in
Love’s Great Adventure and the
solo at the end of Lament.
Lament was a confusing time for
me because everyone, even in the
band, had said “We’re a bit sick of
that instrument!”, but the punters
weren’t!
So what I’ve got now is this thing
called the Vintage Keys and one of
the samples is the big ARP and it’s
the 2600 so it’s a sample from
that, so it is actually the ARP but it
sounds a little bit different. But I
play it now and I don’t even need
to put on what I used to put on in
the eighties, it was very much a
sign of the times in the early
eighties, “If it moved flange it and
chorus it!” that kind of a thing. If
you listen to Kings Lead Hat and
stuff, Midge and Chris are playing
bass and there’s flanging and all
sorts of stuff going on. it’s the sign
of the times, phasing and stuff, but
I don’t do that now so I keep it
fairly clear.
I tell you I’ve listened to the CD’s
[Ultravox!, Ha! Ha! Ha! and
Systems of Romance], it’s great
when they rerelease stuff on CD’s
you listen to them again and apart
from being completely disgusted
that some engineer can think that
he can actually fade them out too
early and override the original fade
out, the guy wants hanging,
drawing and quartering, don’t you
think? I mean there’s stuff there, I
can imagine that if I can get this
off the ground that I’d even like to
do I Want to be a Machine again
and stuff like that or Slip Away.
The only thing is you’ve got to
have a funny point of angle on the
lyrics, for someone to stand there

and sing “I Want to Be a
Machine!” But musically, ‘cos that
was very much of that era,
remember when we were working
with Brian Eno and John Foxx’s
lyrics like in My Sex would say the
word “automat” which sounded
quite happening in those days.
It’s just that some of those lyrics
would seem a bit strange now, but
that’s actually not true. I mean it
could be very interesting to hear
what people were singing about
then. It could be good and from a
more musical point of view, I could
be interested in tracks like
Artificial Life off Ha! Ha! Ha!
and even a more obscure one off
that album, a track called While
I’m Still Alive is quite nice. It was
sort of quite current at the time,
just edging a little bit more on this
slightly dance, fours-on-the-floor
on the bass drum which of course
is what we started doing a lot in
the early eighties, but it’s just
beginning to show there. In fact
the rhythm on The Man Who
Dies Every Day sounds like we’d
been listening to too many Blondie
records.
EV: So can we look forward to
some live shows pretty soon?
BC: Yeah, I’ve got Harry working
on it, he's a bit of a lad isn't he,
he's real do-er and I that's great,
but it really is hard. I talked to him
only a couple of days back and
really made the point that at the
Shepherds’ Bush Empire, or
whatever it is, there’s bands when
I’m feeling like I’m getting left
behind, this is the way I’m putting
it to him and he says that he
completely understands. It’s just
that we’re ready and wanting to
do some gigs and it just pisses me
off to see other bands... but
they’ve got a record deal, nothing
changes. The only way you can go

out and do it, when we used to go
out and do all those small tours
when Ultravox first signed to
Island. You just keep on doing it
and you’ve just got to have
someone picking up the shortfall
financially like a record company
and Island were very good at doing
that, although they only stuck it
out for three years. It’s really funny,
I got a letter from them only just
recently that we’ve actually
recouped, only now, our record
royalties at Island (laughs). Imagine
when we got kicked off in 1978 if
we’d have all thought “Oh yeah
and we’re going to recoup that in
1995!” But they’re actually paying
us, I think it’s probably got a lot to
do with the fact that we’ve all just
signed to Polygram as regards the
publishing.
While they’re working on it in
Germany and I feel a bit
disappointed with Intercord’s result
there, their performance, but
they’re working on it. We’ve had
to come down to doing a club tour
and we’re also trying to work on it
here as well and we will succeed. I
think in reality what it’ll be, we will
definitely get a German thing
going ‘cos we’ve got a record
company there. The agencies do
not take any risks, they are real
followers, if you’re a signed band
it’s “Yeah, sure no problem!”.
Another idea of the live album is to
show that we can play as well, ‘cos
no-one knows. Unfortunately for
me ‘cos when we came back and
did just one gig at The
Underworld, which was the day
before Christmas Eve, which was a
really stupid day. I was furious ‘cos
hardly anybody turned up. And
then the agencies go away from it
feeling insecure about it all, it really
pissed me off.
Anyway if we get Total BMG and
this live album out, this live album’s

going to be really good for people
to see around the world that we
can play and they can see us put
some energy into the old stuff,
otherwise they might think that it’s
an old thing that should just be left
to die. But whether we will actually
end up organising the tour in May
or not I don’t know, but it’s very
likely because at least Harry does
shift himself.
We’re trying to do a tour over in
Germany, we’re still working on it
with Steve Parker, he’s the agent,
and we’re talking about doing one
and I think we will get one in
about April, but we’re just coming
down quite a few pegs down into
clubs and Steve Parker just wants
to make sure that he goes with
someone that he can trust. But I
like the idea of going out as a unit
and having our own gig even if it is
small clubs, ‘cos what we did the
year before last, well we did some
last year as well, just two, was
these festivals and that’s all very
well again, it’s fairly easy to think
“Hang on a moment, this is
Ultravox I’m playing around with
here” and I do get very sort of
“Don't fuck with it!” you know
what I mean, and when you’re
supporting some bands it can be a
bit upsetting and you go on and
you’re playing in front of twelve
thousand, this is the first gig we
did with Sam when I’d just got the
band together this was not last
year but the year before, and it
was a big band in Hanover called
Slaughter and the...
EV: Slaughter and the Dogs?
BC: Not Slaughter and the Dogs
no, Slaughter and the something
or other. They did some gigs over
here but they don’t do anything
here and they were very popular
but it was great for us ‘cos we
could go on before them and have

“The rhythm on
The Man Who
Dies Every Day
sounds like we’d
been listening to
too many
Blondie records.”

“When I phoned
John he
immediately said
that I should be
doing instrumentals
and he was
dead right,
he’s my hero!”

this audience and they really liked
us, it was a great testing ground
and it was very exciting. I’m going
to write this on the live album just
to let people know what’s been
going on, and give them an idea of
what we’ve been doing, the
proper reality of standing there
with this new Ultravox line-up and
watching Sam perform with all the
lyrics stuck to the monitors ‘cos I
got him in on Tuesday and we
were doing the gig on Saturday,
and we were shitting ourselves,
absolutely shitting ourselves ‘cos
there were twelve thousand
people there. In between the
numbers I’d look across at him and
we used to do those kind of things
with the band in the eighties, we
got used to the pressure and
everything, you would build up a
kind of rapport, you have these
telling signs to say how you’re
handling everything and how’s it
going, but when you don’t know
anybody, I’d be looking across but
it was good, it pulls you right
together, it was great to see Sam
do something like that. I was
thinking when I was doing it, if I
was him I’d really be shitting
myself now you know, I really
would, but I’m up here on this
platform, which makes you feel a
little bit above the audience, you
feel a bit confident and I can stand
behind my keyboards, it was the
first time I’d really thought “Christ,
I’m glad I’m not the lead singer!”
(laughs) I mean that guy Tony
Fenelle just couldn’t handle it, he
was an absolute coward.
EV: That’s really surprising ‘cos he
seemed very confident.
BC: Mmmm, yeah, cod-piece and
everything! It was too late for me
to do anything about it, I was
stupid. I did the album before, and
before I knew it, with the help of
Simon [Napier-Bell] and Harry

[Cowell] we had the tour, so it
wasn’t until we got into rehearsals
that I saw how he actually
performed. It was just a mistake on
my part, you should never do that,
you should always at least do some
gigs. It’s just the climate of the
times, I mean we should have
done some gigs but it’s like when I
did some gigs with Humania or
whatever it was at the time, Billy
Currie’s U-Vox (laughs), I mean the
only way I managed to do those
gigs was because I took the
financial weight myself and I
wasn’t prepared to do it anymore.
EV: When
you
did
the
Revelation album you did an
interview with Replay Magazine. In
it you said that Chris Cross had
expressed an interest with being
involved with a future Ultravox
project. Would there be any
chance of that now, or not
because you’ve now got a full
band around you?
BC: I’d have to really think about
it. I’m quite an amicable sort of
person really, I would take a proper
look at the situation and see. It
was left with Chris, he was a bit
shitty with me at first and then he
came round after about five years,
no I’m joking I’m being a bit
sarcastic now. But it took a bit a of
time, we’re talking about 1989 /
1990 now and even right into
1991. It wasn’t until the end of
1991 that we talked properly and
he apologised to me for being so
difficult, ‘cos he threatened me
with legal action you see, and then
he just said when I asked him if
he’d like to do some work he said
“Yeah, maybe, but not right now”
and so I just sent a letter saying
“Fine, just get in touch when you
want to”, just putting the ball back
in his court.
EV: When was the last time you

spoke with Warren, John, Midge
and Chris?
BC: I’m sorry, I’m going to have to
get back to you on that one only
I’ve got to phone Midge and ask
him if he wants to do any more
Ultravox, it’s that time I do it every
morning (laughs).
In 1991, Chrysalis, before they’d
make a decision about whether
they were going to drop Ultravox
or let me record it on their label or
let me have my own band back, I
had to talk to everybody. They
were discussing the idea of doing a
double album, one with John Foxx
and one with Midge Ure on which
I virtually laughed my socks off
over when Paul Conroy suggested
it. They have got no clue, these
people. I did purposely get in
touch with everybody and Midge
was doing that Pure album
anyway, he’d just come out of the
studio when he met up with me so
he was busy doing that. I talked
with John Foxx then in early 1991.
I talked to Warren, I met up with
Warren a few times at that period.
I managed to get the legal thing
resolved with Chrysalis by July, the
first week of July, I remember that
because it was the same week that
Lucy was born, so that was a good
week (laughs). But I saw Warren a
few times that summer, I helped
him move house actually, and it
just didn’t work out with me and
Warren. Out of everybody I saw
Warren the most, but it just didn’t
work out because I agreed that
Warren would play guitar and then
I just thought that it wasn’t right
really, ‘cos he said that he’d do it
on one condition. It’s funny when
you start trying to get band
members back together, ‘cos some
of them feel like you need them so
you will be compromised. It’s a bit
of a difficult one, it’s opening up
old wounds and to a certain extent

you can become a bit of a
punchbag if you’re not careful. I
talked to Chris at the end of that
year but I never met him, he was
still being difficult and avoiding my
phone calls and stuff, and it wasn’t
until about October of that year
that I got him on the phone and
we managed to clear the air and
everything. When I phoned John
he immediately said that I should
be doing instrumentals and he was
dead right, he’s my hero! I talked
to John’s wife, and the last time I
saw her was in the back of a white
Toyota travelling from Munich to
somewhere or other ‘cos she used
to come on tour with us, so I
ended up talking to her mostly
(laughs) she’s a Belgian lady. No,
John was just saying that I should
be doing instrumental music
(laughs), film music.
EV: We didn’t know if John was
married or not.
BC: I think he is married, he’s got
two sons I think. I really haven’t
seen John for like donkey’s years.
When I was working on that
Humania thing, Robin Simon kept
trying to get me to meet up with
John back in 1989, ‘cos I had
Robin Simon and he was in touch
with John Foxx and I never did
make it. He was supposed to be in
a pub just around the corner from
where I was living at the time but
it never happened. But I heard that
he was working with the girl that I
had in Humania, the girl bass
player [Susan Rachel] and Robin
Simon plus Robin Simon’s brother
who was a drummer. This was
about a year ago that I heard that
he was working with those people.
When Paul Conroy had me doing
the run-around, it wasn’t just Paul
Conroy at Chrysalis, it was Chris
Wright as well, It didn’t seem to
me that I was just being given the

run-around. My brother came
down with me for moral support
and Chris Wright said that he’d
love to do some more Ultravox, so
it looked like it was on really, but I
think they just were using me to
see what the other guys were
thinking.
EV: Do you still keep in touch
with the guys from Humania?
BC: No, no.
EV: Do you keep in touch with
Robin Simon?
BC: Not really no. When we were
about to do that tour in early 1993
I invited him over for Christmas to
talk about him being the guitarist
and I think he’s lost his mind, well
he’s just a completely selfish little
tosser. He came here, ate all our
food, drank all our wine, buggered
off and never even bothered to
ring back! I just can’t be bothered
with people like that now.
EV: Concerning the interview we
printed in the last issue between
Warren and In The City, did you
read it and have you anything to
add to it?
BC: I couldn’t really read that
because it was too depressing. I
read it, but I felt like I’d read it
before. I felt some of it was OK, I
can’t really remember now. Well it
was interesting in that it took me
right back to that time, but it
would have been probably better
for him to have actually written
something in retrospect now or
have brought it more up-to-date. I
found some of the more
philosophical view of it quite
interesting, but we’d all got on our
own different planets at that time.
I think he felt like he was the victim
really, but to a certain extent it was
the worst time to start playing up

like he did, but you have to try and
stick together, and I felt like he
wasn’t doing that at all. When
Midge was not bothering to turn
up while we were writing for that
album,
which
was
really
completely out of order, me,
Warren and Chris should have
stuck together, but it just didn’t
happen.

would on doing something
instrumental
and
keyboardorientated when the guitarist and
singer wasn’t there and so it was a
case of, hang on to your hat. But
when Midge decided he was going
to do it he brought in a lot of other
material like Sweet Surrender
which I thought was quite average
material.

All I’m saying is that it was a bad
time for him to start turning up
late and refusing to listen to
people. It was really the worst time
he could have possibly chosen to
decide that he didn’t want to play
the drums and sit in the studio
playing guitar, expecting people to
be interested. It was really a time
when we needed to pool our
resources together, ‘cos the mere
fact that Midge wasn’t turning up
was a sign that that was exactly
what we should’ve been doing. I
think Midge sensed that there
wasn’t a unity between us, so the
first suggestion Midge made was
his dissatisfaction of the situation
really relating to Warren. In other
words, let’s get him into a
rehearsal room and see if he can
actually play drums and if he can’t
let’s get rid of him, it was a bit like
that really. That idea was instigated
from Midge, but when you’re
trying to make an album and
people are messing about, Christ
it’s very difficult.

I heard that this is what happened
to a band called Was (Not Was), it’s
when you start blaming the band
for things and other members
rather than discussing things, well
then you know you’re on your way
down and that started at the
beginning of doing Lament. Him
criticising and blaming the band,
but it’s a case of trying not to do
that and seeing what you want to
do, try different things. If someone
doesn’t like how things are going,
say so and let’s try and do it
another way. But he seemed to be
hell bent on blaming things on the
band.

EV: So what do you think of the
U-Vox album now?
BC: I think it’s shit, it’s awful.
There’s one or two decent things,
overall it’s awful. It was done
under incredible duress, ‘cos
Midge didn’t turn up and didn’t
like anything that had been written
before he turned up like Same
Old Story, terrible title that isn’t it,
and All in One Day. I’d spent a lot
of time on that, but of course I

One good thing about Tony Fenelle
is that I think what he did to me
was really bad and extremely
vindictive, but in some ways it’s
made me really realise how tough
this business is again and just to
keep completely on top of it and
because I’m running this band
now, just to keep that distance and
unfortunately you just can’t really
get too friendly. I mean this is
different, it’s completely different
from the other two line-ups. This is
my band and that’s it, and I can’t
afford to get too friendly because
sometimes people can think that
you’re a bit of a push-over. I don’t
know, my being older or they
might get the wrong impression
about me that I’m a bit too easy
going, when in fact I’m not really,
but I can let things brush over the
top of me because I’m a bit more
long-in-the-tooth with regards the

business, things won’t appear to
bother me but they do, but I don’t
show it. With the other line-ups of
Ultravox, I mean John Foxx
definitely ran the first line-up, it
was pretty much him with Chris
[Cross] sort of very much with him
in case he had too many problems
and it’s funny with how power sort
of lines itself up, in the eighties
line-up, Midge and Chris got a
little bit like that, and then there
was me and Warren on the other
side, but it seemed to balance itself
out for a short time. But there’s got
to be someone running the show
otherwise you get those things
happening like what Tony did,
thinking he could just fuck the
whole thing over.
EV: What actually happened
there, we don’t know much about
it, Tony just seemed to disappear.
BC: Well that’s all he did, it wasn’t
really a problem for me. For me I
just didn’t like having to do it, I’d
sort of played the game because I
didn’t want to ruin Ultravox’s
reputation anymore, ‘cos just
before the tour he buggered off to
the States and he had everybody
flapping trying to get him back, so
he had all this attention, which it
seems like he was an attention
seeker, he blew out some tabloids
which had shown a lot of interest,
which in retrospect is good now
because that wasn’t destined to
happen, but when you start
blowing tabloids out they don’t
touch you again, they never forget.
So he blew out all this press that
this quite big PR lady, another
contact of Simon’s, had sorted out.
She was absolutely fucking livid
and of course so was I. So he had
us all, mostly Simon and Harry,
phoning him in New York talking
him round to doing it, and then of
course I’d get on the phone while
they’re pussy-footing with him and

say “Listen you shit, what the hell
are you up too, you’ve just landed
me completely in the shit, you’ve
blown out all this press...” and of
course he’d just slam the phone
down on me, it was a complete
nightmare. But because we’d got
the tour booked, if you blow gigs
out, when I say it’s very fascistic I
mean it, if you blow gigs out they
just wont touch you again. So I
had to just get on with it really, but
I decided that I didn’t want to
work with him afterwards anyway,
but it still didn’t make it any easier
to realise just how he was, really
awful. I just think he thought he
was being smart, he just had this
attitude that it was my band so I’m
going to try and fuck it up as much
as possible, and then he can just
walk away and have a good laugh.
Pretty bad. Sour!
EV: Going back a bit, how did
you get involved with Tubeway
Army?
BC: Tubeway Army? We went to
America in early 1979 with this
nice chap who was working at
Island called Richard Griffiths,
who’s now the MD of MCA
America, it’s a funny old world isn’t
it? and he took pity on us because
we had just been kicked off the
label just before Christmas, and
got us this gig at The Marquee, I’ll
never forget doing that, me and
Robin [Simon] had to stay down at
my place in London, we were
completely brassic and we did
these gigs at The Marquee and got
some money, and funnily enough
that’s the first time, I’m digressing
a bit here but after the gig we
went around the corner to this
club called Billy’s Club, and that’s
where I met Rusty Egan who was
raving about our music. I thought
“Mmmm, that’s interesting” and I
met Midge early in the next year at
the club, and then Billy’s Club

became The Blitz, and then we
went off to America. Richard
Griffiths organised that along with
Miles Copeland. Miles Copeland
was organising these tours and
that was how he was breaking The
Police in the States. Squeeze went
and we were the second British
band to go without a label which
was quite bizarre, but we were
promoting Systems of Romance
on Island’s most obscure label ever
known to mankind.
So when I came back from that it
was a bit like, “Wow what’s
happening now”, there was pretty
well nothing happening, so I
started socialising. I think you’ll
find that I was probably more of a
socialiser actually even than
Warren at that time. He is now,
he’s come out of himself. But I was
“OK this deal’s packed in, I just
want to forget about Ultravox for a
bit, I’ll go out and have some fun
and meet some people”, and
through that year I did seem to do
that a lot more than Warren and
Chris, and I went to see Magazine
at Drury Lane Theatre and there
was this guy called Steve Webbon
from Beggar’s Banquet [Gary
Numan and Tubeway Army’s
record label] nice bloke, too nice to
be in this business. And he just
comes up to me and says “Hello
Billy...” a really charming bloke,
and after a while I notice this guy
sort of hiding behind him and it
was Gary, he was so shy. And he
says, “I’d like you to meet Gary”
and he drags Gary onto the scene,
this was in the bar, on the stairs in
fact at Drury Lane, and we sort of
had a chat and I think he
mentioned straight away, or rather
Steve Webbon did, about doing
this tour that was coming up.
I remember meeting up with him
in a rehearsal room, it’s a bit of a
distant memory now, doing some

“...when you start
blaming the band
for things and
other members
rather than
discussing things,
well then you
know you’re on
your way down...”

“I’d started
knocking around
with Midge
through meeting
Rusty Egan, he’d
introduced me to
Midge down at
Billy’s Club.”

rehearsing to see if we all fitted
together. But I got on with him
pretty much straight away, with
Gary ‘cos he was a fan. I mean I
could get away with murder in a
way, it was quite nice for me not to
be in Ultravox and just have some
fun, because he was a big fan of
Ultravox. But I remember him
giving me a lift back home and he
showed me the Are ‘Friends’
Electric? picture disc and I was a
bit like “Mmmm that’s very
nice...!” I didn’t really know what
to say, I was tired, I just wanted to
go home, and like two weeks later
it’s massive (laughs), successful. I
suppose I was a bit snobbish in
some ways, I was so into Ultravox
that I found it difficult to get into
other peoples things, ‘cos I’d
found that artwork slightly garish,
in other words, that’s what I’m
saying, I found it a little bit
tasteless.
When I came back after doing
Gary’s Touring Principle tour in
1979 and I’d started knocking
around with Midge through
meeting Rusty Egan, he’d
introduced me to Midge down at
Billy’s Club. It was definitely a case
that year that I’d done a lot of
stuff, but I noticed that when I
brought Midge into the band,
Chris and Warren felt like they had
got a little bit like “Oh we feel a
little bit out of things” and they
actually gave me a hard time for
working with Gary, especially
Warren which I couldn’t believe
because he started meeting up
with Gary later on, and talking
about flying and stuff, and I tried
to explain to him that it was my
way of... you see I don’t really have
that many scruples when it gets
down to it, I wanted to work. I had
nothing to do and it was nice to
just do something completely light.
I had learnt to have a lot of
scruples with Ultravox and I just

tried to explain to them by doing
this I was turning like millions of
other people on to Ultravox,
especially by being on TV all the
time, and they weren’t having that
at all because I think we’d become
sticklers and had a little bit of
tunnel vision by trying to do
Ultravox, trying and make it and
they hadn’t stopped being like
that. I was lucky enough to work
with Visage as well, it was just
another thing that was just light
and I was working. I think Warren
and Chris that year suffered a little
bit from sitting around doing
nothing.
EV: Didn’t Fade to Grey come
out of working with Chris Payne
from that tour?
BC: Yeah, that was when Gary
accused me of ripping them all off.
No we were right in the middle of
the tour, or was it just after the
tour, just before they went to
Europe, I can’t remember now, it’s
such a long time ago, it must have
been after the tour. But because I’d
been doing some stuff at Martin
Rushent’s place, this is the guy
who would eventually do Dare by
The Human League. He hadn’t
built his studio where he did Dare,
but he was going in that direction,
he let us go down and do Visage
there before he’d finished his
studio, it was just a pre-fab with an
MCI desk. It was an MCI desk that
we used at Conny’s, so we liked it
and so we started doing stuff, me
and Midge and Rusty Egan and all
that, and I’d got access to that
time. Before we’d done the Visage
stuff we’d put Tar out on Radar
Records which was Martin
Rushent, and I think before we
even went down there, or we’d
just been down there to see the
place, I’d chatted to Martin
Rushent and said, “Look would
you let me come down, we’ve got

an idea”, and it wasn’t really me
who had the idea, we were doing
sound checks and Chris Payne and
Cedric Sharpley [from Gary
Numan’s backing band] were
doing this thing which was like the
backing track of Fade to Grey and
I started farting around with it as
well, and all they’d got was a
chord progression, Chris and the
drummer Ced hadn’t got anything
going except a nice groove. I think
he [Ced] was good for Gary
because he made his songs
groove, otherwise they could have
been a bit too deadpan. I said,
“Let’s go and do something with
that”, so we went in and banged it
down and what I did was help to
arrange it, and I put the melody on
top, did the stop and organised it.
And I didn’t put any vocals on it, I
just did the backing track and
there’s some fun stories there. I did
this crazy backing track with Annie
Rosemary who used to work very
heavily in the business, she married
this guy who was the head of EMI
that used to do the Rich Kids, it’s
funny how everything sort of
rotates and comes round. We did
some stupid talking over it, over
the backing track, because the way
that ended up on the Visage
album was that we were mixing
the album, getting to the album
stage, and we were short of tracks
and I just said, “What about
this?”, and took down the two
inch master and Midge put on a
vocal, how he managed to do it
with Steve Strange is a miracle
(laughs), and I think once the vocal
had gone on I managed to do
other things as well, to help it
become more of a song. But Ced
and Chris didn’t do anything else
on it again after that, but I think
that’s really good because they
split their third because Ced felt a
little bit... I said, “Yeah, you did
fours on your bass drum better
than anybody else!”. Sorry, I’m

being sarcastic, and they split their
portion of the publishing which
must have done them so much
good financially.
EV: Didn’t it help them start up
their band when Gary stopped live
performances?
BC: Dramatis, Gary was as sick a
parrot over that because he liked
to think that he’d got them
completely under his thumb,
because Gary was tempting me
with talk of percentages of record
royalties, but I was a little bit more
sussed than the other guys, not
that much more though because
I’d already been stitched up,
because I didn’t understand things
earlier on like publishing and
things like that, but I understood
that when someone offers you
percentages of their record
royalties, it’s like, a percentage of
what? And the other guys were
saying, “Oh you’ve got to join the
group”, and I said that I didn’t
want to join the group, so Gary
was a little bit pissed off with that
Fade to Grey thing but that’s
thirty years ago. He tried to tell
them that I’d ripped them off, but
they must have made quite a lot of
money out of it.
EV: Did you see yourself with
Tubeway Army on Top of the Pops
Two, last Saturday?
BC: Yes I did yes (laughs) I’m
embarrassed to say, no I’m not
embarrassed, you know I’m joking.
The Gary Numan thing, I saw it at
the end of Top of the Pops on
Thursday, so I thought, “Right I’ll
watch that”, ‘cos I thought that it
must be the one I was involved
with ‘cos he did some where his
brother [John Webb] substituted
for me on the keyboards. I was
quite chuffed to see it, I think that
that was about the first time we

were on because I vaguely
remember it, but because we were
on Top of the Pops so often, I think
there were about three or four
filmings of it, and I think that was
the first one. I think it was a bit of
a shame that they got the
information wrong though, ‘cos it
was number one for four weeks
and they said it was only three
weeks. I thought that was pretty
off, really. I’ll never forget that
because the more times they
filmed us, by the end they were
struggling to get it off the top so
the camera men were sort off
whirling around trying to be as
experimental and as off-putting as
possible, to try and knock it off the
charts.
EV: Virgin Records have just
released a five-CD retrospective of
Tangerine Dream and in the
booklet which accompanies it, it
says that Ultravox were inspired by
them.
BC: Mmm, Phaedra was the
album that I was into mostly.
EV: Was anyone in the band a fan
of theirs?
BC: I was a fan of Tangerine
Dream’s yeah, not mega, but I’d
got into Phaedra quite a bit, and
John Foxx was. We were big fans
of Noi which was a German band,
in fact I still think about Noi. They
became our roots, especially in the
eighties line-up they really became
our roots, and later on we decided
to throw away our roots to a
certain extent, and yet another
band like New Order will just stick
around and they’re still doing it,
they’re still doing stuff which was
inspired by Noi and stuff from the
late
seventies.
I
think
unfortunately with Ultravox we
over-analysed ourselves and
started getting a little bit paranoid,

I won’t go into all that, I think
Midge wanted to go solo, that
was the problem.
I forgot to tell you, I did a thing in
Germany, not last year the year
before in November I did a film
with one of their bands called
Guru Guru. There was the whole
lot there, there was the guy from
Can, if you’ve not heard of Can
you’d have heard of the guy who’s
still around, Klaus Schulze, he was
supposed to be on it. This is really
good, I got a phone call last week,
this is amazing that it’s actually
happening because I hadn’t heard
from them since I came back. It’s
quite an amazing thing what
they’ve tried to pull off. So what
they did was we went over there
and it was a rock thing, a heavy
rock thing, which was Geordie
[Walker] from Killing Joke who’s an
old friend of mine and drinking
partner, and Jaz Coleman [also
from Killing Joke], they turned up
and they played with a drummer
from a heavy band similar to them
called Guru Guru and Hooky [Peter
Hook] from New Order.
So that was going on, I wasn’t a
part of that at all, but that didn’t
bother me, I didn’t fancy being
drunk for two weeks. So they did a
track which was a stab at
commerciality in a way, it was
quite a driving sort of Killing Jokey
sort of thing, definitely with a New
Order sort of vibe about it. So they
did that and then it was my turn
next and they teamed me up with
this guy from an East German
group, a cellist who was brilliant,
and when they finished ‘cos of
course they went overtime. I felt
like the classical boffin like when I
used to be with Ritual Theatre,
enter the viola and all the rock and
rollers stagger out, which they did
‘cos they were so pissed. And I did
this improvisation with this cellist
and it was like what I used to do

when I was with Ritual Theatre,
which was totally off the top of
you head, and it was quite good, I
bounced off this guy quite well.
It was very strange to work with
someone from East Germany, he
was a crazy guy who couldn’t
speak English at all, it was brilliant.
And the contact is this guy called
Arnold Steffen, he used to come
up to see use when we were doing
Rage in Eden and he was quite
famous around Cologne, and also
the guy from Can used to come up
as well. So it was him that was
doing the music side. The night
after, it was really well organised as
well, the night after we had to play
in a circle, and we had the
drummer from Can [Jaki Liebezeit],
a bass player who used to be in
another incredible heavy metal
band in the early seventies this is
when I first started getting into
German music when I was about
twenty / twenty-one there was a
heavy metal band who’s name I’ve
forgotten, but is was quite heavy
rock but off-the-wall, not like
American, it was really quite offthe-wall. Anyway, this guy stood
opposite me and I used to think a
lot about this and he’s about sixty
now and he was brilliant, he was
bopping around all over the place,
total improvisation. And then next
to me there was this guy, I don’t
know what band he was from, he
was playing acoustic piano and
then there was the guy that was in
Propaganda, Michael Mertens, but
I used to know him. He used to
come around to my place when he
had that girl singer and tried to
resurrect the band with Derek
Forbes as the bass player, ‘cos the
girl who used to come around to
my place, I knew her very well. I
was actually talking to a guy from
Miami who phoned a couple of
days back who liked the album,
and he’s looking after Ralf Dorper’s

[ex-Propaganda] band in America.
Ralf was supposed to show up to
this film thing as well but didn’t.
And then there was this girl who
did just crazy samples, this German
girl from a really off-the-wall
German band called Amon Duul.

but they put on all sorts of things
there, dance workshop stuff and
bands. So that’s going to come
out, I’m going to go to the preview
of the film in May.

So it was set up in a circle, I think
there was another keyboard player
as well and it was really good, but
it was complete improvisation and
it was really great. What it was,
was that you could do things
which were incredibly violent and
just do exactly what you wanted. I
would like to hear it but it was
quite off-the-wall, ‘cos I never
heard it again after we did it.

BC: There will be a soundtrack,
Arnold has apparently spent ages
working on it. I’ll probably go over
there and it’s all been sort of
sampled and turned backwards
and it doesn’t even sound like a
viola (laughs). But that’s really
good, it’s really positive, because
when I did it I came away not
thinking anything, thinking “Oh
well, if it doesn’t happen, well it
doesn’t happen”.

The song that was done with
Killing Joke will have a title, but I
can’t remember what it was. But
this thing that we did with the
keyboard players and the drummer
from Can, didn’t have a title. But
this chap Arnold Steffen, the
musician who has apparently
taken hours and hours and hours
to mix all this stuff, and that might
mean connecting things together,
it might mean anything these days
because of technology ‘cos like I
said it was a 48 track in there, it
was two SSL’s, so there was a lot of
technology. So he might have
taken liberties and done all sorts of
things with it, cut them up and all
sorts. It was just one long piece,
we improvised for about three
hours or something. And also the
thing I did with the cellist, that was
just sections, again just complete
I
would
be
improvisation.
interested to hear it again, though.
But it went on for hours, there
were a lot of people watching but
they were friends, it wasn’t like an
audience, it was just like in a studio
in a converted church. It was in
Cologne, it was like a theatre. I
can’t remember what it was called

EV: Will there be a soundtrack?

to work with me. It’s really good
because he knows of a classical
viola player and he’s trying to fix
me up with a sax player and a
clarinetist, just different musicians.
So who knows what may come
out of that? I’ll tell you what was
also really interesting is that a chap
who he works with down there
who’s been involved with the rock
and pop business, but also jazz as
well, he’s going to try and get my
Stand Up and Walk album out on
a small label. It’s good, so keep
your fingers crossed.

Klaus Schulze was on Island as
well, we were friends with Klaus
Schulze. He’s a very spacey sort of
synthesiser guy. Klause Schulze
was supposed to come to this
thing and also Edgar Froese
[Tangerine Dream] was supposed
to come as well, but he didn’t
make it. One of them was
producing a band in Switzerland
called The Young Gods and it sort
went around the place that he
probably had an advance of about
£250,000, and he couldn’t quite
make it. One of the guys from
Kraftwerk was supposed to be
there as well, but he didn’t turn
up.

“I’ve just
delivered four
instrumental
tracks to Cliff

EV: Is there any chance of
another instrumental album from
you?
BC: I’ve just delivered four
instrumental tracks to Cliff
Norman for a potential film on TV.
Cliff got back in touch with me, so
things are moving in that direction,
we had a really good meeting. He’s
just a production company and I’m
just delivering him some material,
and then he tries to get directors

Norman for a
potential film
Photos: Cerise, 1995.

on TV.”

overlook
the last two years in the press

“Their first album premiered the worldview of one John
Foxx and unveiled an early masterpiece: My Sex is still
spine tingling today, Foxx’s depiction of modern sexuality
dwarfed by the language of concrete and machine. Their
synth-led songs... epitomised the periods sense of
impending disaster.”

O
by Rob Kirby

O

1990’s must have been eternally patient. Before EMI had
bought out Chrysalis, who were suffering from more than
a few business problems (as well as a loss of artists from
their roster), just about all the Ultravox CD catalogue had
vanished along with the demise of the band. In fact, only
two Chrysalis albums, to my knowledge, were still
available:- The Collection and U-Vox [Chrysalis CCD 1490
& CCD 1545 respectively]. It was no use looking for any of
their earlier work with John Foxx on Island Records,
because apart from two issues of the Three Into One
compilation on CD [Island CID 9614 & IMCD 30
respectively], their first three albums hadn’t even appeared
once on CD in all the eight or so years of the (not-so-new)
format’s existence. All this changed in September 1992
when Island Records finally issued their entire album back
catalogue in one fell swoop. Chrysalis re-released the now
sonically superior Vienna album through EMI’s Fame
budget label [Chrysalis CD-FA 3283], and around this time
Virgin also issued the long-planned John Foxx compilation
Assembly (with minor changes) on their new Virgin
Universal label [Virgin CDVM 9002].
ut it wasn’t just the fans who were enthusiastic about
the Island releases. Dave Simpson in Melody Maker
(10-10-92) waxed lyrical about the albums, particularly
Ultravox! [Island IMCD 146] and Systems of Romance
[Island IMCD 148]:

B

o be a record collector is to learn the art of patience;
Ultravox fans coming fresh to the CD format in the

ndy Gill’s review in Q Magazine (October 1992)
covered much the same ground, this time utilising all
the old time-worn David Bowie and Roxy Music influence
clichés. On their five star rating system, Ultravox! scored
only two, Ha! Ha! Ha! [Island IMCD 147] scored an
average three, while Systems of Romance rated four
stars! Even new albums rarely rate five stars in Q, so this is
praise indeed. The irony is that if the original Ultravox lineup had had this much praise and encouragement,
especially by those who’ve now belatedly changed their
opinion of the group, then maybe they would have stayed
together longer.

A

B

T

“[having] perfected a muscular synth-rock... [Foxx’s] alienated
brilliance reached a mesmeric peak. His lyrics became
morbidly clinical examinations of human frailties within postindustrial society, and his delivery grew almost alienated.”
This certainly isn’t all nonsense – an alienated delivery never
did Gary Numan’s early career any harm, and he was more
honest than some in admitting Ultravox’s influence on his
work as he moved into the new synthesiser rock arena.

K, I admit it. I just can’t resist buying a magazine
when it contains the mere fleeting mention of one of
the many artists that I collect. Sad, but true. What this does
enable me to do, however, is to present you with a fairly
broad overview of exactly who has said what about whom
in the last two years, regarding Ultravox. I think you will be
surprised just how diverse, and even fevered, some of the
comments are.
efore moving on to the main substance of this piece,
I’d like to indulge in a little scene setting for a
moment. Throughout late 1991, with the release of the
Pure album [BMG / Arista 261 922], Midge Ure’s name had
hardly been out of the pages of the music press and also in
the national press, with an early sighting of Midge and his
actress / girlfriend Sheridan Forbes attending a launch party
for Mike Batt’s The Hunting of the Snark musical,
appearing in Nigel Dempster’s regular Mail on Sunday page
(27-10-91). With the onset of 1992, and no new products
to review, everything went quiet and apart from an
Ultravox feature in Vox Magazine’s ‘Missing in Action’
column (May 1992) that was it, until Island Records started
what eventually became a deluge.

n Systems of Romance, which he rates as their
“finest album”, Dave Simpson observes that:

nyone buying a music magazine in November 1992
would have been hard-pressed not to have noticed
the next Ultravox CD release. This time the recipient of all
this attention was the Windsong Records first-time-ever
release of the classic Radio One – In Concert from 1981,
recorded at the Paris Theatre, London, on the 14th of
January that year [Windsong WINCD 028]. Not featured on
this disc was the support band Fatal Charm – whatever
became of them? In fact, by the time the show was
broadcast Ultravox were about to start performing new

A

material from the heavier Rage in Eden album at gigs like
the (now) famous Crystal Palace Bowl show, immortalised
on vinyl backing up The Voice on 12”. RCD waded in with:
“This was Ultravox at their grandiose best. Synthesiser rock
was ruling the charts and nobody had a greater grip on the
new technology than Midge Ure and his cohorts. The
sound is excellent... unlike some other synth combos
Ultravox were proper musicians and the arrangements are
sophisticated and flowing”.
hile RCD rated the mini-album four out of five,
Select was less convinced, awarding the album a
disappointing two out of five and notably unimpressed by:

W

“The contrived recitations on Mr X and the mechanistic
synth rhythms of All Stood Still hark back to earlier days,
while the pomp rock of Vienna set the tone for the
vacuous grandeur of their soon-to-come heyday”.
omehow, I’m not exactly sure why, I get the feeling
that the reviewer in question here, regular Dave
Morrison, isn’t much of a fan of the band. In which case,
why let him review it, when his biases seep in though
almost every word. Hardly objective. Meanwhile, Jimmy
Nicol in Q Magazine begrudgingly awarded the album a
mere two stars, although he did try very hard to totally
dislike both the band and the concert:

S

“This 1981 concert features Vienna and its less successful
precursor, Sleepwalk. It suggests that while the band
were actually not short of invention and melody (even the
instrumental Astradyne is a reasonably sparky and
whistleable affair), they were lacking in charisma to a
notable degree. The songs gain nothing in performance,
merely being cold and icy and louder, while Midge’s on
stage banter is dull to the max”.
f course, what Jimmy Nicol wasn’t aware of was that
the only tape of the concert the BBC could give to
Windsong was a slightly edited version, with just about all
of the tuning up and brief spoken introductions scalpeled
out – hence Mr X fades up slightly, rather than starting

O

edited by Diana Wildman)! Sitting under the heading “An
Ultra-Luxurious Home”, the property is sold thus:

negative, destructive, criticism you couldn’t be more
wrong, the storm was only just breaking! But not for
everyone:

“The former Ultravox singer’s magnificent riverside home
at Strand-on-the Green, West London, is now up for sale
through Cluttons Residential’s Knightsbridge office, at an
asking price of £800,000 for the freehold.

“It has to be said there are some nuggets missing”, wrote
RCD in February 1993, in one of the more positive reviews
of the If I Was – The Very Best of Midge Ure and
Ultravox album [Chrysalis CDCHR 1987]. “Okay, we get
Vienna, All Fall Down, Reap the Wild Wind,... Fade to
Grey and... Yellow Pearl, but it would be nice to hear
Sleepwalk, All Stood Still and The Thin Wall from
Ultravox when they were still admirably icy. If I Was is
perfectly passable, then, though rather too easy going and
smooth.”

“Midge, 38, moved into the elegant six-bedroom Georgian
house – the largest waterfront residence on Strand-on-theGreen – in 1986 and then set about converting the six-car
garage into a 30ft recording studio.

from full volume once the drum machine is correctly
configured. (Anyone lucky enough to possess a copy of the
original radio broadcast can check this out for themselves).
However, he still missed the main point about Ultravox’s
live performances; whilst the stage presentation was
important as a mood setter, it was the music that really
counted, and that was what you paid your money to see
and hear... Not banter and prattle, that was better left to
others more suited to it. Besides, I don’t think that you
would waste too much time, if you only had less than forty
minutes to pack in a good selection of material to give the
audience real value for money – something I don’t think
Ultravox could ever have been accused of failing to deliver!

O

ther reviewers, however, did recognise this, such as
Peter Douglas in Rock World:

“This was the era of futuristic doom-rock, in which
hundreds of bands seemed content merely to don black
raincoats and play their synthesisers with one finger. Not so
Ultravox – Billy Currie was a genuine keyboard wizard who
often doubled on violin. The bands songs were complex
and majestic, and in contrast with the cold, bleak noises
made by their contemporaries, Ultravox injected humanity
and urgency into their music. Soon they were to become
pompous, but at the time of this recording, they generated
real excitement... it’s an album worth hearing, if only
because Ultravox were the first post-punk band to do great
things with synthesisers, proving that even gloom and
isolation could be fun. It’s only 38 minutes, but it is still
decent value for a mid-price release”.
hile the review rated the album a decent seven out
of ten, elsewhere in that self-same issue Midge was
placed ‘On The Couch’ in a brief question and answers
session. In answer to the queried “What is the meaning of
life?”, Midge replied with deep conviction, and tongue
firmly embedded in his cheek, “B natural – the chord, and
be natural in life as well”.

“The house is in good condition and has three receptions,
two of which are on the first floor facing south with views
of the Thames. There is also a one-bedroom granny
annexe”.
he end of the year roundup in Rock World included a
two-page colour spread “Careful with that axe
Eugene!”, wherein Chris Welsh spoke to ten different
guitarists asking them to name their favourite guitar
heroes. Midge weighed in with the following: 1–Brian May
(“he has always played special things and his guitar style is
unique. Brian can say more with three noises than many
speedmerchants can play in a thousand.”), 2–Pete
Townsend, 3–Eric Clapton, 4–Peter Green, 5–Albert Lee,
6–Keith Richard, 7–Gary Moore, 8–George Harrison, 9–Jeff
Beck, 10–Jimmy Page.

T

his quietly explains the reason for the reworking of
Peter Green’s Supernatural on the CD/12” of Cold,
Cold Heart [BMG / Arista 664 555 & BMG / Arista 614 555
respectively].

T

t the end of November, Midge popped up again in just
about the last place you would expect to find him; in
the property section of the Daily Mail (27-11-92, in a piece

ooking back now it almost seems like the album
releases in 1992 were the warm up acts for what was
to come in 1993. In fact, the first indication that something
interesting was afoot came from a single line entry in
Select’s new releases column, noting that Vienna was due
out as a single early the next year. An old friend of mine
mockingly moaned how he had heard the song several
times too many on the radio, and of course by the end of
January 1993 Vienna was out on CD single(s) [Chrysalis
CDCHS 3936 & 3937 respectively] for the first time and
doing well in the singles chart too! Predictably, the critics
had already warmed up their pens and sharpened their
crayons, and the most venomous piece appeared on the
singles review page in the NME (23-1-93)

L

“‘Chrysalis believe the time is right for Vienna to be
appreciated by a new generation of fans, with all those
who loved it the first time around now able to get it on CD
for the first time.’ Wankers.”
eanwhile, Melody Maker (30-1-93) at least didn’t
just copy some promotional blurb and sneer at it,
but they couldn’t resist an obligatory whinge anyway:

M

“Why has this been exhumed? Are we on the threshold of
a wave of early eighties nostalgia? and, if so, why not
Kings of the Wild Frontier or Altered Images, rather than
this unsightly edifice of synth-pop? I can’t imagine that
anybody’s romantic memories are entwined within its
rococo twirls, that magic moments were consecrated by its
preposterous solemnity. Ultravox combined the hotblooded passion of Kraftwerk with the elegance and
restraint of Queen, and this was the zenith of their
aesthetic.”

W
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Blancmange member Stephen Luscombe joined a new
panel on the second day.

eanwhile, Music Technology’s January 1993 issue
included a two-page feature on a demo tape forum
at the London Rock Show. Billy Currie was among the
judges on the first day, who also numbered Graham
Massey, Phil Ward and Mark Jolley (as shown in the colour
photo which accompanied the article), whilst ex-

M

ll you can say about that is to hope the author enjoyed
the Adam and the Ants compilation which appeared
later that year, because he obviously would have much
rather reviewed something he was interested in... pity he
didn’t, really. If you think that was the peak of the

A

hile RCD’s 3 out of 5 rating might seem slightly
disappointing, in all fairness I have to concur with
his judgment. To have really worked as a compilation, the
video-less Wastelands, the less than successful I See
Hope In the Morning Light, the still powerful The Thin
Wall and one other earlier Ultravox track should really have
been included. In this way, not only would the album have
contained all Midge’s main post-Rich Kids singles
(excluding his work with Ronny and the Yellow Pearl
follow up Together), it would also have showcased at least
one single from every Ultravox album (rather than totally
skipping the Rage in Eden era). It may be that this was
what inspired Chrysalis in America to add the less well
known B-side The Man Who Sold the World, originally
used in the film Party Party, to fill out the album a little
more.

W

“Time has not been kind”, declares Gary Leboff in Vox’s reissue album reviews, “Ultravox’s brand of synthesised pop
has been ravaged to obsolescence, but most of the bands
better moments (A Friend I Call Desire, Man of Two
Worlds) are buried away on long-forgotten albums.”
Anyone care to argue with that? I would hardly call either
the Vienna album or the mega-selling The Collection
long forgotten by anyone’s standards, and is Lament the
only Ultravox album Gary Leboff ever heard?

t was left to Q Magazine to try to balance up the
reviews of the album, and a much more balanced
rationale is indeed applied by Dave Roberts:

I

“A surprisingly extensive collection of quickly recognisable
hits and near misses from a singer and songwriter whose
1980’s star never shone quite as brightly as some of his
contemporaries... the sophisticated electronic posing of
Vienna and the clever pop composing of Band Aid’s Do
They Know It’s Christmas? show the two sides to this
compilation and the direction of Ure’s development over
the years. Let down occasionally by an over-developed
sense of the mawkish and melodramatic, as on 1984’s
cringeworthy Dancing with Tears in My Eyes, at his
best... he’s been better than many of the rest.” The rating
was 3 out of 5.

Ultravox and Visage pioneered lavish, storyline promos
which retain a certain kitsch nostalgia value for late
twenty-somethings... the remainder of these promos are
largely unwatchable (having discussed Vienna and Fade
to Grey) due to Ure’s sentimentality and taste for pomp.
Cold, Cold Heart is quirky, shrill world music sung with a
hiccupy voice and presented with twee humour; Ure plays
charades to embarrassing effect on If I Was and, in That
Certain Smile, he performs to a beaming stage-managed
audience, in a self-celebration that Steve Strange would
wince at... (4 out of 10)”.

meaningful, never laughing or smiling. People like Factory
Records and New Order got away with it because they
retained an indie, street level tag. But when we tried it, it
just blew up in our faces.”

round this time, Chrysalis re-issued both of Midge’s
solo albums and they surfaced to scant reviews, so the
only voice of comment represented here rests solely on the
shoulders of Lloyd Bradley in Q Magazine:

Chas De Whalley: “(This isn’t) what you expect to hear
from a man who is supposed to be plugging an album that
commemorates his own musical past. But does Midge stop
there? The hell he does! With disarming honesty he tells
me that, some 10 years after the event, he now finds the
bulk of Ultravox’s musical output virtually unlistenable!”

more unusual comparison was made by Mat Snow in
Q Magazine (May, 1993):

idge helpfully expands upon this: “Most of it sounds
so dated. It’s like thumbing through an old
photograph album and seeing what a prat you used to
look when you were 16. Some of these songs which we
thought were seriously high tech and very clever are, well,
not very good at all, are they? The problem is that a lot of
them weren’t really songs at all. They were little exercises
in writing bits of music and sticking them together to
create an atmosphere for a while. If you sat down with an
acoustic guitar and tried to sing them straight you couldn’t
do it.”

“Both on mid-price CD to coincide with the current Best
Of..., Ure’s first solo effort, 1985’s The Gift [Chrysalis CCD
1508] worked (and sold) so well simply because it doesn’t
travel too far from his Ultravox incarnation. The keyboards
drone on a bit and some of the arrangements are overlytowering, but essentially it’s good-natured bouncy pop
with optimistic lyrics and a rock’n’roll edge that lets you
imagine that there’s more to it than there really is.
Highlights are the hit If I Was and a tongue-in-cheek, early
techno reading of Living in the Past.”

A

“Though interest in his current stuff is stuck deep in
recession, throughout most of the ‘80s Midge Ure was a
wholesome presence in and behind the UK pop scenery.
Eyeballing 13 of his videos on the trot confirms an eerie
resemblance between him of the sharpened sideboards
and that even more hallowed institution, Cliff Richard...
The tunes? not much cop, but the case for a knighthood
remains unanswerable.”
n case you are curious, the least interesting portion I
didn’t quote from the original review just about
manages to mention two of the videos on offer, with a low
2 out of 5 rating lurking at the end for good measure.
Elsewhere in the glossy end of the music press several
interesting interviews with Midge appeared, as promotion
for the soon-to-come Out Alone solo tour in May 1993.
Talking to Chris Welch in a double-page Rock World
interview, Midge revealed the true reasoning behind the If
I Was – The Very Best of... compilation:

I

efore moving on to what Midge himself had to say
about his past work, a paragraph or two on the
merits, or otherwise, of the flawed video version of the If I
Was... compilation (missing No Regrets, Yellow Pearl
and After a Fashion for no good reason!) and this time it
was Rock World’s turn to be the most enthusiastic:

B

“Undoubtedly one of the highlights of the collection is
Vienna”, writes Chris Walsh. “Recently hailed as one of
the top 100 promo videos of all time, and regularly
displayed at the Museum of the Moving Image (MOMI) in
London. You can see why... Midge, with his keen sense of
artistry, has always been interested in the look, as well as
the sound of his musical endeavours... all the videos are
cleverly constructed, with the elaborate confidence of the
early eighties... (and) above it all soars the distinctive Midge
Ure voice, so surprisingly passionate from such a down-toearth chap. And of course it’s great to see the Do They
Know It’s Christmas? session once again – have fun
spotting the stars!”

S

teve Malins (Vox, April 1993) doesn’t share the same
sentiment about the Band Aid classic:

“The inclusion of Do They Know It’s Christmas? stinks...

“I have a love / hate relationship with ‘Best Of’ albums.
They seem like money for old rope, using stuff that’s
already been recorded and repackaged! This one has a
handful of hits and gives people a chance to hear some of
the stuff I’ve been doing that wasn’t commercially
successful, but was artistically successful... the idea of the
compilation is to capture all the different aspects of things
that I do, which is why we put on the Band Aid song. That
was a creative role rather than a performance, because I
didn’t actually sing on Do They Know It’s Christmas? at
all. I sing in the chorus along with everyone else, but I
didn’t allocate a line to myself, being the shy, retiring
character that I am.”

M

eanwhile, Chas De Whalley in RCD caught Midge
on one of his more flippant / self-deprecating days:

“We used to pride ourselves that if you wanted to dance
to an Ultravox record then you had to have one leg longer
than the other! We must have been the most po-faced
band in British pop. We were way too serious for our own
good. It was our single greatest mistake. We tried to foster
this image of being totally in control, so deep and

M

o these ears this sounds awfully like a performer who
now wants to be known as a solid singer / songwriter
and wants to downgrade the more experimental elements
of his past work, but to be fair to the Ultravox material
(much of which is orchestral in style) you can’t really expect
to be able to perform something that needed 30
instruments on 1 instrument without it sounding radically
different! Maybe Midge had just had a hard day of
interviewing and was just blowing of a bit of steam?

T

A

R

ating The Gift 3 stars out of 5, Lloyd continues with
a less favourable 2 star rating for:

“1988’s Answers to Nothing [Chrysalis CCD 1649],
however, does Ure few favours. Determined to be clever, its
upper register synthesiser noodling never achieves the
entertaining pomposity Ultravox managed, and the
irritatingly sparse arrangements would have been far better
left to the first half of the ‘80s. Even a duet with Kate Bush
(featuring UB40’s Campbell brothers, and quite frankly, a
bit of a mess) couldn’t lift this LP above number 30 even
then.”

ne of my county’s local newspapers, The Hitchin
Gazette, presented a short interview by Darren Isted
(26-3-93) on the soundcheck page in the leisure section,
prior to Midge’s performance at the Corn Exchange in
Bedford on May the 10th:

O

“Music is in a terrible state at the moment and it is
something the industry has brought about itself... in recent
years all the companies have battled with each other to
sign dance bands in particular who make one big lucrative
hit. They then cut an album which just doesn’t sell, so
when the Company bosses look at the balance sheet at the
end of the year they decide to axe the acts.
“This has led to a vacuum of musical talent, although
personally I hope that bands such as Suede and the talent
of Lenny Kravitz can lead us away from this. Music does
tend to go in cycles and very often what becomes the next
popular act is the direct opposite of what has gone
before.”

S

o sayeth Midge, in a short but fascinating insight into
his thoughts on the current dire, bland music scene.

part from a brief name-check in an article of
supergroups in July’s Vox, and another passing
mention in a piece on ‘Bowie Wannabes’ in the NME (196-93), Midge faded out of the spotlight during the summer
months, before being replaced by Billy Currie drumming up
publicity for the new 1990’s two-man Ultravox line-up.
However, before dwelling for a while on what we all know
was a stormy year for Billy’s dream, a brief word or two
about John Foxx, who finally saw the first release of both
Metamatic [Virgin CDV 2146] and The Garden [Virgin
CDV 2194] on CD with bonus material – sadly not
everything that should have gone on them could be
located in time to add on to them – a solitary review

A

I’d better bring you down to earth with both the score for
Rock World’s review, 4 out of 10, and depress you even
further with Jim White’s 1 star out of 5 review in Q
Magazine:

featured in, once again, Q Magazine. Stuart Maconie, in a
double 2 star review, writes:
“A kind of Gary Numan who had actually seen Metropolis,
John Foxx’s name is now usually mentioned at the end of
sentences beginning “What on earth became of...?” As
the ‘80s began, however, things looked good for the exUltravox singer... He enjoyed a few moderate hits, notably
the frankly silly Underpass and the superior No-one
Driving, both to be found on 1980’s rather ropey
Metamatic album, an earnest collection of songs about
dehumanisation and motorways, each backed by some
very nasty drum machine patterns.
“The following years The Garden is better, slightly, being
a little bit more human and expansive and less in love with
the Korg hardware catalogue. Europe After the Rain’s
faded romanticism almost passes the test of time. Almost,
but not quite.”
ith the launch of the new Ultravox album
Revelation [DSB 3098-2] you could expect the
critics to be out in force, so surprisingly, a positive piece by
Chris Welsh appeared in Rock World:

W

“Billy Currie works hard to revive the original spirit of
Ultravox, with new singer Tony Fenelle replacing the errant
Midge Ure. Tony has a nice voice, but it will be quite a task
to convince the masses at large that this is the new
Ultravox. Well it is the new Ultravox, but will songs like I
Am Alive pitch the project back into the charts and onto
the radio? That will be the crucial test.
“Meanwhile, there is no mistaking the chiming chords, the
bright-eyed, optimistic vocals and wide-screen melodies,
hot on drama and rich in orchestration... Tony sings up a
storm on Revelation, but there are moments of pause and
indecision that are quite puzzling... nevertheless there are
some good songs here and we wish ‘em well.”
inch me, I must be dreaming! Someone actually
wishing any incarnation of the band good luck!
However, before we get too ecstatic and jump overboard,

P

“Shorn of his old chum and inspiration Midge Ure, Billy
Currie has had to go some way to find someone, anyone,
to sign up his latest incarnation of the long-forgotten and
hardly missed Ultravox. He fetched up in Berlin and the old
East German state record company, now in private hands.
Currie took with him a George Michael lookalike singer,
Tony Fenelle, and a fist of co-written songs with titles like
Systems of Love and Perfecting the Art of Common
Ground, which are presumably the sort of thing which
pass as current in the old East. The result is depressingly
one-paced. 10 epic pomp rockers full of grandiose
keyboard chords and portentous lyrics. Fenelle pitches his
voice close to Heroes vintage David Bowie, which may be
a fashionable place to camp these days, but simply
pronouncing ‘Revelation’ as ‘Revelayshone’ is not enough.
Suede this is not.”
eems to me Jim White might have been miffed at not
having another Suede album to review, but I’ll leave it
to a letter (shown here in its entirety) by Andrew Burrows,
which appeared on Q’s Q Mail page a few issues later, to
provide the most apt retort:

Eventually, with Chrysalis’ sale to EMI, that stumbling block
was sorted out. Billy continues:
“I saw Midge a couple of years ago... however, Midge had
no objections to my plans and when I saw Warren Cann he
didn’t mind either. In fact Warren said he’d like to be in the
line-up, but wanted to play guitar rather than drums which
was the reason he left Ultravox in the first place.

ver in the now defunct Replay magazine, which ran
a two-page full-colour spread on the new line-up
(including a photo from the video for I Am Alive), Billy had
this to say about his efforts to rebuild the band:

O

“I wanted a new Ultravox line-up back in 1989, but the
company (Chrysalis) weren’t happy about that. You can
always think ‘Well things weren’t meant to be...’ (but) part
of the problem then was that while I still had the rights to
the use of the name Ultravox, Chrysalis still had the option
on another four albums from the band.”

or the next month or two silence fell upon us... until
the Autumn that is, when 1970’s specialists DoJo
Records gained the rights to, and re-issued, Midge Ure’s
last pre-Ultravox album: The Rich Kids’ Ghosts of Princes
in Towers [DOJO CD 151] the only album the group ever
produced for EMI, and just for good measure the CD also
included all three single-only B-sides!

F

ox Magazine’s resident record expert Barry Lazell
reviewed the album, awarding it only a slight 5 out of
10 with a reasonable justification: “The band is much more
likely to go down in history for who passed through their
ranks than for the music that they made.” In complete
contrast John Aizlewood gave the album Q Magazine’s 4star treatment, even though he describes the Rich Kids as:

V

S

“Re: Ultravox review (Q81). I’m not disagreeing with the
review, but to say that Ultravox are “Long forgotten and
hardly missed” is just not on”.

been other bands who have tried to copy the Ultravox
sound but even then they’ve never quite got it right. That’s
why it’s now a good time for the band to return.”

“Chris Cross, who’d been the original bass and synthesiser
player, avoided my phonecalls for a fortnight, and then
when I did get to speak to him threatened me with legal
action. Eventually he came round to the idea of starting up
a new Ultravox line-up, apologising for threatening legal
action, and even hinted that he might like to play on the
follow-up album. We’ll have to wait and see what happens
there.

“A sort of second division punk supergroup... they soon
split but their legacy was a self-titled hit single and this
Mick Ronson-produced album, which deserved more than
the ridicule it somewhat inevitably attracted... (Glenn)
Matlock’s ear for a muscular pop tune suggested he would
one day produce fabulous music. Ure’s Put You in the
Picture, Lovers and Fools or the highly dubious Young
Girls, meanwhile, suggested he too would write great
songs. Funny what would happen.”

“In 1989, I did actually go into the studios with a potential
lead singer but it didn’t work out... he was too much into
the dance music thing. When I decided to relaunch the
band about two years ago, Rod Gammons – who coproduced the new album – gave me a demo tape he had
been sent, which had been made by Tony Fenelle.
“He told me that Tony was actually a Birmingham bloke
who was now living in the U.S., but who was currently in
the U.K. on holiday. Apparently, Tony was just about to
return to the U.S. because some record company in
London had been giving him the run around, but I met up
with him, and discovered we both share the same downto-earth sense of humour. He’d been in a Birmingham
band called Mr President... and they even got a record deal
with Atlantic Records in 1989 when they changed their
name to Big Noise.”

C

oncluding the fascinating conversation, Billy left us
with this thought:

“To be honest, I think that there is still a niche for Ultravox’s
kind of music, and I hope people who liked the earlier
records will like the new stuff. Over the years there have

ometimes it just seems that the words Midge Ure,
Ultravox and Visage, are to music journalists like red
rags are to a bull. Still, as a packed year of releases started
to draw to a close, Quartet [Chrysalis CCD 1394] being
given a re-issue in late Autumn, it seemed that all the
excitement might be over for 1993 – we couldn’t have
been more wrong! The sudden release of the CD only
Ultravox – Rare Volume One [Chrysalis CDCHR 6053]
surprised and delighted everybody, and sales have been
good enough to the time (in mid-January 1994) that I’m
writing this that we will almost certainly get the second
volume sometime towards the Autumn of this year (which

S

ack in the Autumn things had started so well with the
re-release of Fade to Grey as a trailblazer single for
the new compilation, and even more amazingly the
Melody Maker (4-9-93) published a positively gushing
single review:

B

“Without wishing to be the sort of old git who says “they
don’t make ‘em like that anymore...” um, they don’t make
‘em like this anymore. Visage – the most loathed (and
therefore justified) band of 1981 – had majesty, mystique
and mascara by the truck load. Fade to Grey, a tear-shot
mazurka through nouvelle Europe, isn’t quiet as divine as
The Damned Don’t Cry (title!), but remains, despite a
pointless Bassheads remix, pearls before swine.”
indeed we now have). Utterly unheralded and with no
press advertising that I’ve seen to date, word about the
album seems to have spread through the fan network and
must have caught the reviewers out, because only Vox
Magazine ran a review of any kind. In a favourable (7 out
of 10) overview, Michael Heatley writes:
“Rare Vol 1 reprises many of the B-sides and 12-inch
bonus cuts from the Midge Ure era which often found the
band in a more creative mood than on the topside. Of the
six live tracks, Face to Face (A non-album cut but live
crowd pleaser), and an unusually humourous romp
through Eno’s King’s Lead Hat will be warmly welcomed.
But the B-sides were where Ultravox disassembled their
sound and rebuilt it in different, curious ways. Hence
Hosanna (In Excelsis Deo) is Reap the Wild Wind
stripped down to its bare bones, while Keep Talking (or
Keep Torque-ing) was an original demo for The Thin
Wall whose electronic dance beats predated techno by
nearly a decade.
“With Ultravox no longer on the label, Chrysalis could have
taken the cynical option: instead, they’ve thankfully
created a collection that, while preaching to the converted,
is more than worthwhile.”
inally, nearly two months late, having been put back by
Polydor Records several times, a very disappointing
new Visage collection was released, barely expanding on
the original 1983 compilation – the only additions being
Love Glove and the chronic 1993 Bassheads remix of
Fade to Grey. This would have left Beat Boy and the
original 7” version of Tar as the only singles not on this CD,
or any CD, except for the supremely inept use of an album
edit for Night Train as opposed to the sleeve credited John
Luongo remix (this can however be found on one of the
Old Gold Kick Up the Eighties CD series, Vol-5,
Catalogue Number OG 3524)! I had such high hopes too...
guess I should have known better, and I certainly should
have ignored the album reviews too!

F

uoyed up by this, and then despairing at the resultant
compilation, it’s almost not surprising that Stuart
Crombie wrote this little 2-star piece in Q Magazine:

B

“At certain points, ‘80s luminaries such as Midge Ure,
Rusty Egan and Magazine’s John McGeoch, Dave Formula
and Barry Adamson passed through the shadowy school of
camp pretension that was Visage, but their name is
synonymous with Newport’s leading dandy, Steve Strange.
All aspects of the outfit’s oeuvre are here: early days and an
earnestly dopey version of In The Year 2525 or the silly
pro-smoking synth pop of Tar. Later semi-stardom: the
smirk-inducing Fade to Grey and Mind of a Toy and the
vivacious, jazzy fun of Night Train, easily their finest
moment. Ultimately, though, Visage’s function seems to
have been to serve as a reminder of what a class act
Spandau Ballet were by comparison.”
ow wrong can you be? I always thought that Visage
was all about light-hearted fun music... and isn’t Tar
a non-smoking song? or have I totally lost the plot and
grabbed the wrong end of the stick? A quite belated (only
5 out of 10) review of the album only just surfaced in Vox
(Feb, 1994) in a space-filler piece by the now familiar Steve
Malins (making up for the traditional lack of January
releases to review):

he chances are that this year will be a lot quieter, but
I’m not stupid enough to make any predictions along
those lines, especially when there’s the prospect of further
releases from Windsong and Karussell (purveyors of the
appallingly designed Slow Motion compilation, that I had
no reviews about and hence its only mention has fallen
right at the end here); who knows? Anyway, please let
Cerise and Robin know what you thought of this
compendium of comment and criticism. If it goes down
well maybe we can make this an annual event... once
Robin has recovered from typing this all up from my speedy
scrawling! So, for now at least, I’ll leave you with this not
too serious quote from a recent HMV selection
advertisement:

T

ou could almost feel the way that little gem was
heading in. In fact, I swear that I could almost hear the
claws scraping the page, as his poison penmanship did its
stuff! Seriously though, this is the one and only reference
that I’ve heard about this concept, so I’m certainly not in a
position to question its veracity – sorry. Maybe this tenth
anniversary idea is just a bit of nostalgic wishful thinking,
who knows?

Y

“Seventies revivalism may have a long while to go yet but
now that everyone and his uncle is wearing flares and
doing ‘The Hustle’ it could be time to outguess the trendies
by initiating your own personal Eighties revival. After all,
who said new romanticism was dead? What with Duran
Duran cleaning up in America, Visage and Ultravox back in
the racks and Depeche Mode turning into The Rolling
Stones it won’t be too long before there are new albums
from Paul Young, Fine Young Cannibals and Alison Moyet.
We also reckon that Nick Heywood and Nik Kershaw will
be evaluated anew soon, Culture Club will reform and
Howard Jones will re-emerge as a major force.
For now, keep those eyes peeled and good reading and
listening!

Update

H

“Born out of Steve Strange’s London clubs... Visage were
the new romantic supergroup... together they hammed it
up as narcissistic fops over glossy synth beats on singles
such as Mind of a Toy and Fade to Grey, which added a
little French exotica to the art school mix... later singles
such as the fat’n’funky Night Train and The Damned
Don’t Cry are better for their extended instrumentation,
with Steve Strange’s vocals floating dreamily in the
distance. After Ure’s departure, the singer took Visage back
to the dance floor with the revved-up Pleasure Boys,
which seemed like a lament for the good old days. By the
mid ‘80s pop was fretting over a new social conscience and
Visage’s flaunting of ambition and fashion was nothing but
a painted teardrop on Steve Strange’s cheek.”

forgotten again, cast aside as if they didn’t matter. Midge
Ure, for example.”

(January-October 1994)
hen Cerise and Robin had to move the above article
into this issue, following last issue’s packed
extravaganza, they asked if there was anything I could add
to the piece to bring it up to date. Foolishly, I agreed on the
spot to add anything I could find to expand the feature.
Well, to be frank, there isn’t that much extra to add. After
all, there’s only been one album release this year so far –
one good compilation, with no further re-issues in sight yet
(which means that there will be next month, having said
that!).

W

he Today newspaper provides us with the first of two
items of interest from this paper. Mike Ward’s “That
was the week that was” column (Saturday, 5th of February
1994) reveals, in a piece entitled ‘Ure joking’, that:
“Live Aid, the pop extravaganza that did so much for the
people of Africa, maybe restaged next year. So says Midge
Ure, one of the original organisers.

T

“This is great news. Because sadly, despite initial
enthusiasm and compassion, people can easily be

oving onto May, Vox Magazine dedicated most of
its Record Hunter supplement to Chrysalis Records’
25th anniversary celebrations. The cover featured,
originally enough, a butterfly case, with eight album covers
surrounding a butterfly specimen on a pin. Lurking among
these selected covers is the Vienna sleeve, unflatteringly
labelled “Pompous Urus”. Only to be expected, I suppose.
We wouldn’t want to see the British media becoming
inconsistent in its attitude towards the band, would we?

M

nside the Record Hunter supplement, amidst articles,
interviews and a year-by-year history of the label, lurks
a fairly short and rather pithy Midge Ure interview,
conducted by Patrick Humphries. Here are the more salient
points:

I

“Ultravox had a very good relationship with Chrysalis. Our
main bone of contention was the American side of things.
It seemed that American Chrysalis weren’t only on a
different continent but also a different planet!”
“They didn’t want to do a video for Vienna. They couldn’t
see any point, but then they never wanted to put it out as
a single – “Too long”, they said. They wanted an edited
version. We wanted video, so we financed it ourselves for
£17,000. We pulled in a lot of favours so it looked a lot
better than it cost. They loved it when they saw it, but if
we’d been really smart we’d have sold it to them for a
vastly increased price.”

“The rest of the label seemed to be American... so for a
while the British side was just Ultravox and Spandau Ballet.
We looked tossy in our suits now and again, but Spandau
really went to town. I think they topped when they all
wore... (those) kilts with the ruffled shirts. That one will
never die. I’m sure their wardrobes gone to the V&A. I
don’t think there are any blackmail shots of us.”
“Chrysalis seemed to stop signing after Spandau. They
were signing one-off dance acts which weren’t long term
deals. It was sad when Chrysalis were taken over by E.M.I.,
but it was inevitable. There seemed to be intense rivalry
between Chrysalis and Virgin, more time was spent on
personal rivalry than on business.”
“The next Ultravox... [et al] wasn’t just around the corner,
because the label hadn’t put the effort into looking for
such a band... too much time was spent worrying why
Richard Branson was always on the telly.”
oving back to Today again, their Woman Today
supplement (Wednesday, 20th of July 1994)
featured a full page cover shot of Annabel Giles along with
a two-page centre spread article. This time it is Midge’s
eldest daughter Molly that steals the limelight:

M

“Molly is very, very scathing – and very, very funny with it”
says Annabel, “and also incredibly patronising, which really
makes me laugh. The other day when I was on my way out,
she said ‘Going out then?’ Yes, I replied. ‘To work?’ Yes, I
replied again. ’Like that?’ Yes, I am actually. ‘Oh,
fashionable now is it?’ she goes – and that’s how she is
with me. She patronises me all day long – she’s really
dreadful.”
he very welcome Ultravox – Rare Volume Two
[Chrysalis CDCHR 6078] compilation arrived early in
August complete with the European 12” version of Heart
of the Country on it – yes!, preceded by a surprising
review in the previous weeks Daily Mail. Their ‘Friday First’
section (Friday, 5th of August, 1994) included this brief
mention by Spencer Bright:

plus Midge Ure’s pointy side burns. When they tried to get
all exotic and experimental, they merely sounded as if
something was wrong with the central heating.”

Vienna Revisited

“Unsurprisingly, there is nothing on Rarities 2 to hook the
non-disciple. It is designed to sit... on a matt black shelf...
neatly sandwiched between Volumes 1 and 3. Aside from
the aforementioned central heating songs (Easterly,
Dreams?, Stateless), there are a couple of unimaginative
instrumental versions (Heart of the Country, All Fall
Down), some stodgy live recordings... the obligatory
remixes and B-sides. Recommended for Ultravox ultras and
members of Midge Ure’s immediate family. (2 stars out of
5)”

n

mmm. What can I add, except to say I liked the
photo accompanying the ‘review’. It’s nice to come
across a shot I haven’t seen before – although it looks like
it has been lifted directly from an old music paper article,
judging by the coarse nature of the tone screen. Nice shot,
though (circa 1981).

H

nyhow, I’ll leave you with a surprising final item from
the Record Hunter supplement in Vox Magazine
(November 1994); see the news pages for more details in
the months to come:

A

“E.M.I. New York is planning to release retrospective single
CD-single boxed sets of Boy George / Culture Club and
Ultravox.” Food for thought, indeed.

old on though, if you think that is uncomplimentary,
then try this for nonsensical pretentious reviewing.
From the pen of Paul Davies, Q Magazine (October, 1994)

H

“After John Foxx left Ultravox, they were at their best when
they believed themselves to be soundtracking the
imminent collapse of some mythic European oligarchy – All
baroque sentiments and ponderous sweep of the melody,

lthough some of the video was shot in London,
many of the scenes were filmed in and around
Vienna’s most famous sights. Many of these can be
seen in the Time-Life book Great Cities – Vienna,
which the band reportedly used at the time to pick
their filming sites!
n the scene directly after the party in the video,
Midge is seen standing in front of a cathedral.
This is St. Stephen’s – a 12th century gothic building,
which is the symbol of Vienna. It is noted for its
beautifully tiled roof which had to be restored after it
was destroyed in the last days of World War II.

I

fter this the group are seen in a large cemetery.
This is the Zentralfriedhof, the largest cemetery
in Vienna, situated on the outskirts of the city. It
houses the tombs and memorials of many famous
composers such as Mozart, Beethoven and Schubert.
We had gone in search of the tomb of Carl
Schweighofer – used to illustrate the cover of the
Vienna single, and Ultravox are seen walking past it
in the video. We had difficulty in finding it as it was
not listed on the cemetery plans, but luckily as we
searched for the tombs of Beethoven et al, we
discovered it nearby.

A
• All texts and sources remain the copyright of
the original authors and publications involved •

this was Demel’s, Vienna’s most prestigious and
expensive coffee house. Dom and I scraped up
enough money for two coffees and one cake but
even that came to £7.00! But it’s a very beautiful
place and a real step back in time – with its large
mirrors, chandeliers and waitresses with their formal
black and white uniforms.

A

■ Rob Kirby

T

“It often happens that former pop sensations are looked
back on with affection. I can’t see that happening to the
rather deadening mechanistic techno claptrap of Ultravox.
This might be a heresy but speed up a track like Heart of
the Country and you’re not far off the dance beats that
dominate the charts today. (2 out of 5)”

n July 1993, my husband Dom and I realised an
ambition to visit Vienna, having heard many good
reports about it. Whilst there we took the
opportunity to retrace the steps of Midge, Billy,
Warren and Chris as they were shooting the Vienna
video.

I

t the end of the video the group are seen
heading off towards a domed building. This
again is in the Zentralfriedhof and it is the Vault of
the Austrian Federal President. We attempted to go
inside but it was locked, however from what we
could see of it, it was lavishly decorated.

A

L

ater in the video the group are seen enjoying a
coffee in one of Vienna’s many cafés. We think

e got to see a fair bit of Vienna during our
four day stay, and I would recommend it to
anyone to take a visit there. However, one word of
warning – it is very expensive, especially to eat and
drink. So, if you are thinking of going, either take
plenty of money, or a suitcase full of packed lunches!

W

■ Sue Hardiman

M i d g e U re
T

his interview was conducted in the dressing room of
Wolverhampton’s Wulfrun Hall on the 3rd of December 1993. Part
of it was intended to portray a different element to the question of
Warren Cann’s departure from Ultravox in 1986, which we covered
extensively last issue. We wanted to ensure that we published more than
one side of the story, so we asked Midge to elaborate on the band’s view
of the events leading up to Warren’s dismissal. Please note though, that
everything else is very much out-of-date, due to the lack of space to print
this in EV13! We hope to bring this up to date next issue.

“...what we should
have done was
that the band
should have
called it a day
there and then,
but we didn’t.”

In the background we can hear
The Dear Janes going through
their
soundcheck,
they’re
singing Girl of Your Dreams.
EV: We’re about to print a
previously unpublished interview
with Warren from 1986, just after
he’d been asked to leave Ultravox,
in which he gives us his side to the
story. We’d like to present a
balanced view, so could you
elaborate on the events as you saw
them at the time?
What
Midge: Warren!
happened? As far as my kind of
fairly vague memory goes... as I
said just now it’s a horrible thing to
kind of keep raking over because I
don’t think that anyone felt

particularly clever about it. It just
seemed that when we got back
together after a long, long break, I
think it was after... it was just
when we were about to do the last
album, the U-Vox album and we
got into rehearsals and it was fairly
obvious that Warren hadn’t... I
don’t think he’d touched his kit for
a long time, that could be
complete lie, I don’t know. But he
was definitely very stiff and sticky
and the idea, as I remember, of
getting back into the studio was to
eliminate a lot of the electronics
and a lot of the junk that we’d
kind of brought into the band. So I
think the idea was to just come
back and do it as we did when we
started writing the Vienna album.
We had a drum kit, one drum

machine, you know, a couple of
synthesisers, that was all like
limiting everybody to real basics,
getting back to just writing
interesting songs and within three
days of rehearsals Warren had this
kind of, half a room full of
equipment and new syn drums
and electronics and things, and it
just seemed that, I don’t know
whether it was the fact that the
band was kind of floundering and
we were all pulling in different
directions or not. It just seemed
that something had to give and
rather than the band... what we
should have done was that the
band should have called it a day
there and then, but we didn’t. It
just seemed that Warren was more
interested in doing other things, he
was more interested I think in
singing and playing guitar than he
was in playing drums. Which I
think history is probably going to
show because for the last few
years I think he’s been more into...
I think he’s been doing demo’s and
stuff singing and playing in bands
and things, so he didn’t seem
particularly interested to work with
his kit which is what we were
trying to get back to on that last
U-Vox thing. But you know the
whole thing was a disaster anyway,
so it was just rather unfortunate
that it kind of came to that.
EV: I think that one night on this
tour you said that, “In retrospect
maybe we should have realised
that if the only way to solve the
problem was to ask one of us to
leave...”
MU: Yeah, well we couldn’t see
how to resolve the thing and at the
time it seemed as if you know cut
something away and then it feels
as if you’re starting anew, and of
course it isn’t. You know it’s a kind
of false kind of false hope in a way.
You think, if Warren goes,

everything will be a lot easier and
we’ll get a drummer who plays
drums, and it’ll all happen again,
and it’s not really true, what you
end up doing is just chopping out
an important part of the history
and the make-up of the band. I
just think it was very obvious that
after a year and a half of not
working together that we were all
off in totally different areas, and
that album proved it.
EV: I think Peter Saville said that
the four of you combined to make
a sort of abstract personality which
you all related to, which I thought
was a very good description of the
chemistry.
MU: (nodding) Mmm. I don’t
think it was a situation where
everyone was turning around and
picking on Warren simply because,
you know, we needed someone to
pick on. It did seem as though he
really was in a different area from
what we all thought, “right, this is
what we want to do, let’s get back
to the basics, let’s not flood
everything with synthesisers”, you
know.
EV: Wasn’t it being recorded
down in Billy’s studio, because
Warren was saying that the
limitations in space meant that it
wouldn’t be practical to have a full
acoustic kit in there...
MU: Well that’s not quite right,
because what we ended up doing
was, ‘cos I never worked in Billy’s
studio until we started doing the
U-Vox album, but the other three
guys had been doing some stuff
together and throwing some bits
and pieces around. One Small
Day, no not One Small Day,
what am I thinking of... Same Old
Story, that kind of came out of
the three guys working together
while I was out doing all my bits

“...we couldn’t see
how to resolve the
thing, and at the
time it seemed that
if you cut something
away then it feels
as if you’re
starting anew, and
of course it isn’t.”

“...what you end
up doing is just
chopping out an
important part of
the history and
the make-up of
the band.”

and pieces, my touring and
whatever. So I actually hadn’t been
in the studio in that situation, but
we’d never planned on doing it,
the idea was that we were going
to go into a big studio, record as a
band again, instead of doing it all
individually, then take the tapes to
Billy’s studio or my studio or
wherever it happened to be and do
the overdubs. So the limitations
weren’t actually set, the idea of
going into a big rehearsal studio,
you can sit there with a drum kit
and play your stuff, then we were
going to uplift it from the rehearsal
studio, plug it into a big studio,
record the basic tracks then do the
fine honing and polishing and
stuff, the time-consuming stuff in
either Billy’s place or mine. But I
can imagine, ‘cos as I said I didn’t
work on those original demos, I
can imagine that it would be pretty
limiting to get a drum kit in that
studio. But that was just for
writing purposes, that was just for
throwing ideas around, but when
the band got back together again
the idea was to ‘plug in and play’.
EV: Thank you. Moving on to
the present day, the last time we
spoke to you, you mentioned that
you had been working with some
members of Japan. What’s come
out of that?
MU: Not a lot so far! It’s very
difficult trying to pin everyone
down. I saw Mick [Karn] doing his
solo stuff three weeks ago in
London, he did his solo tour, and
Steve Jansen and Richie Barbieri
were in the band of course, so that
was a bit of fun, that was great.
They’re off doing that and they’ve
gone off to Japan funnily enough
this month, I think. So they’re off
doing bits and pieces and then
when that’s done we’ve got to try
and kind of nail down what we’ve
got done so far. We’ve got like

three or four ideas that we’ve got
on tape, one of which I’ve now
done vocals to, which turned out
really quite nicely, and we need to
sit down and write a few other
things. But I want to get my solo
stuff out of the way first because I
think it would be very confusing for
the record company for me to walk
in and say, “Hey, I’ve got this
band!” (laughs), it’d be, “Huh, is
this the new album, or is this
something else or what?”, you
know. So I’d like to get the solo
stuff kind of established, then say
to the record company, “Here we
go, this is what we’ve got now”.
But whether it’s just a one-off
project, or whether it’s a studio
project or whether it’s going to be
a live thing... I think it might if it
comes out, which I hope it will, it
could turn into being a live thing,
‘cos those guys are great.
EV:

Is it the four of you?

MU: Yeah. We were trying to find
another member because I didn’t
want to do all the singing, but I
think I’ll probably rope Mick into
doing some of the singing and
Steve Jansen who sings very well.
But initially I wanted a fifth
member, I wanted someone else,
but we couldn’t think of anybody. I
don’t think Kate Bush was
available! Kate’s just brilliant. She’s
just great at what she does. Some
of it’s hit and miss like we all are,
but she still comes up with some
great songs!
EV: How did the tribute album to
Gordon Giltrap come about?
MU: Well, as far... I don’t know
whether it’s an album, is it? As far
as I know it’s just a single... there’s
a single which is a re-recording of
Heartsong which is Gordon’s kind
of brush with the charts, I think, a
long time back, and what he’s done

is he’s got a bunch of guitarists,
well musicians, to come along and
re-record this, and he just asked
me if I’d come up and do it. For
some strange reason he likes my
guitar playing, so I went up and
did it, and I think Brian May did it,
and somebody else, lots of people.
But as far as I know it’s still not
finished and I think he was having
trouble getting a deal for it here.
So it may only come out in
Germany or something.
EV: Has he guested at all on this
second leg of your Out Alone
tour?
MU: No, he’s been out doing his
own tour. No, I know that he’s very
busy. He had dates all the way
through the whole of November
anyway, so he couldn’t do it. But
he was lined up to do it, and he
was actually going to come and
open up for me as well, so he was
going to play as support and also
come on and play later, so maybe
that will happen some other time!
EV: Will he be along in January
[1994], do you reckon?
MU: I don’t know, he’s such a
nice character. He’s quite happy to
stick his guitar in the back of his
car and head off for the day and
come out and enjoy himself, ‘cos I
think he just loves it, he loves
doing it, so it would be nice if he
could come out, ‘cos I think it’s a
nice little, it’s a break in the middle
of the set for me, and I think it’s
probably a break for the audience
as well, just to see another face on
there because it’s a very kind of
static show.
EV: Have you had any guests at
all this tour?
MU: No, none at all! As I said
Mick’s been out doing his thing

and Gordon’s been doing his. But,
you know, I’ll come up with some
others!
EV: Something we’d really love
to see, we know you take the mick
when people ask for things like
Reap the Wild Wind and what
have-you, obviously you can’t do
them on an acoustic guitar, but we
know you can play snatches of
them on the keyboard. Why
haven't you done that in the
show?
MU: I never feel comfortable
enough to do it. I may do it on the
next leg, get around to it, ‘cos I
really need to work on the sounds.
I’d like to, rather than kind of pfaff
my way through it and spend ten
minutes trying to find the sound to
play it, it would be nice to have
that sound in the keyboard so that
I could say, “OK, hold on!” and
just hit the button and play it, you
know, do the business. But I
haven’t got around to doing that
yet.
EV: We’d love to hear that, ‘cos
you played Edo and all sorts in the
soundcheck back in May at Hemel
Hempstead, and it sounded great!
MU: Well that was the idea that I
was going to do that, but I just
haven’t built up the confidence to
do it yet!
EV: I
mean,
during
the
soundcheck at Blackburn you
played a bit of All Stood Still on
the electric guitar and I’m sure that
people would just like to hear little
bits of their favourite songs, like “I
can’t remember all of it, but...”
and play a bit like the opening
chords of New Europeans and
things, that usually gets a good
reaction.
MU: Oh, I might do it. I'm quite

surprised at people coming three
or four times, I think it’s a bit like
going to see a comedian three or
four times, you think “Well, he’s
telling the same jokes!”. You
know, it’s like going to see
anything too many times, it just
doesn’t seem to work, so I
expected people to come and see
it once and that was enough, and
be satisfied. Mmmm, well I’m
definitely going to need to do it
now I’m going to try and do
something on the keyboards, next
time around but I just need to
work on the sounds and make
them a bit better. I might actually
just change a bit of the set up and
make it a bit better for playing ‘cos
it’s a bit kind of ham-fisted the way
it’s set up, isn’t it?
EV: How’s the new LP coming
along?
MU: Slowly, slowly. As I said I’ve
done four tracks with Julian
Mendelssohn producing, and they
turned out very well, the record
company love them. Three are
mixed and one’s rough-mixed.
Yeah, it sounded great. But I
worked with Robbie Kilgore, the
New York keyboard player guy, he
came over and did the whole
thing. I recorded it with a band,
routined the band, went into the
studio and recorded it as a band.
So Robbie was over for like five or
six weeks, whatever it happened to
be, and he just comes in and puts
these great flourishes on the top so
it doesn’t sound too electronic...
So I’m going to go out, I was
planning on January to go and
work with Robbie out in New York
‘cos I didn’t realise just how good
he is. He picked up the guitar one
day and started playing guitar
brilliantly, and then he got behind
the drum kit and started playing
the drums brilliantly. He’s just one
of these kind of immense talents,

one of these great multiinstrumentalists and a good writer
as well. So the idea is that I’m
going to go out to New York and
spend a bit of time out there. But
I’m meant to do it after the next,
well after the baby [Kitty], actually.
The next tour and the baby. So I'll
go out and spend a couple of
weeks doing that and then maybe
go back in the studio again with
Julian Mendelssohn. See what else
is there, but I would like to get it all
finished quite soon, I’m getting
bored with the sounds!
EV: The tracks that are finished,
roughly finished, are they ones
we’ve heard already on the tour, or
different ones?
MU: Some of them you’ve heard.
You’ve heard... what have we
done, we’ve done Breathe, Feel
So Good, something I wrote with
Glenn Gregory three years back
called Heaven or Personal
Heaven and another one called
What Would You Do? So yeah,
they’ve all turned out really well.
Slightly different, but good!
EV:

Is The Maker on there?

MU: No, I haven’t done that yet, I
want to do that one with a brass
band like for the keyboard part, I
want a very mournful sounding
kind of Salvation Army band
playing it ‘cos that would be a very
nice kind of thing to do, that kind
of sad sound, you know. I’ve got
ideas as to how they’re going to
turn out, but it depends on who
I’m going to work with and how
the productions finally pop out,
you know.
EV: Have you got a title for the
album yet?
MU: No, that’s always the last
thing, isn’t it? It’s always sparked

from one of the songs, a line from
the song or something.
EV: Is Julian going to
producing all of the album?

be

MU: Well Julian’s doing some of
it, whether he will be doing it all...
it’s just a title really isn’t it,
nothing’s going to done without
my say-so, so in a way I’m kind of
executive producer, but letting
other people kind of dabble. So it’ll
probably be a variety of people, I
would have thought. If I’m
working with Robbie, it’ll be
Robbie and I co-producing. Julian,
he will get the full production
credits and stuff. I don’t think it
really matters, as long as the
record works, as long as it sounds
good and everybody’s happy with
it, ‘cos I want the full strength of
the record company behind it this
time. Whereas the last one I had
already done about 90% of the
album when I signed to BMG, so
they felt that as though they had
no real “creative input”, whatever
that is! But this time they’ll have
thrown their tuppence-worth in,
and they want to be involved. So
that’s fine, it makes them feel like
they’re really contributing towards
the success of it.
EV: Do you ever actually get sort
of fed up of having to be in control
of everything, being responsible
for everything?
MU: If you actually do let go too
many strings, things, dreadful
things happen. You know, the
screw-ups, I mean the screw-ups
which I had no control over on the
Very Best Of - If I Was video
collection. Complete screw-up,
crediting Trevor Horn for the
production of the Band Aid record
and then putting on Fade to Grey
which I had nothing to do with
whatsoever, other than that I co-

wrote the song and produced the
record. I had nothing to do with
the video whatsoever, I don’t even
appear in it. Why did they put it on
my Best Of..., it doesn’t seem to
make sense, and then they go and
lose No Regrets and they lose this,
and then they can’t find After a
Fashion, it’s pathetic. So if you do
let the creative control go a bit, all
hell breaks loose ‘cos everyone else
assumes that they know what you
want, and of course they don’t. So
unless you keep within certain
parameters it just goes out of the
window. If I let everyone do what
they thought I should be doing, I’d
be completely lost. They would be
trying to pull me in twenty
different directions at once.
EV: Where is the album being
recorded?
MU: I did, the four tracks that I’ve
done so far, I did them in the
Maison Rouge in Fulham and we
mixed the tracks in Matrix Studios
in Parson’s Green, but then again if
I work with Robbie there’s a good
chance that the tracks that I do
with Robbie will be recorded in
New York, and I’m still dabbling
away at my own studio, which is
all in flight cases ‘cos it’s only a flat
just now, but I’m not planning on
being there very long, so there’s
wires all over the place. It’s a very
rough set-up, but it’s alright, I quite
like it. It’s a different way of
working, for me. I’ve still got my
little digital set-up, so I’m doing
some stuff there which it might be
nice, I’d like to sit there and maybe
try and capture some kind of
acoustic performances when I feel,
when I just feel comfortable at
doing it. Walk up, stick on a tape
machine and sing a couple of
things, which might be nice to do.
EV: So when you moved out of
the old place, when you moved

out from Gunnersbury, you had to
convert the studio back into
granny flat didn’t you?

that wass the last time I’ve actually
been able to sit there and play
something new.

MU: No, I didn’t turn it into a
granny flat. What actually
happened was it was still a studio
and a Swedish potter bought it
and used it for making pottery.
Complete waste of money,
building the studio seemed to be a
complete waste of money.

EV: Just going back to Vienna
for a moment, Face to Face was
only ever released as a live version,
was a studio version ever recorded
for it?

EV: Did you have to do anything
to the last house?
MU: No, no no no, they were
going to use that for the train set,
my very expensive sunken studio
was now going to have trains
running around it. A playroom
thing, that’s what happens!
EV: Of all the new songs which
you play on the tour, are there any
which have not made it to the
album, or rather won’t make it to
the album?
MU: Not so far, I won’t know
what’s going to make it to the
album until they’re all recorded
and then the weaker ones will get
chopped out or whatever. This is a
different way of working for me,
I’ve actually written all the songs.
I’ve got a whole batch of songs
that I’ve just got to go in and
record, so I don’t know how
they’re going to be. Normally at
this point they’re all kind of halfrecorded, and that’s when you
know what’s working and what’s
not, you’ve dumped this and
you’ve dumped that and they’ll
never get heard. So right now I’m
doing it in a very different way, I’m
writing songs and experimenting
I’m trying them out there, live... I
haven’t done that since Vienna,
‘cos we’d written half the stuff and
we were out touring the tracks
before we’d recorded them, and

MU: I don’t think so, we could
never decide whether to call it
Face to Face or Reel to Reel,
Sound on Sound, Something on
Something. We never knew quite
what to call it, I don’t think it was
ever recorded.
EV: You played a song the once I
think in May [1993], we only heard
you do it once, Would Your Good
Lord Love Me Too, what’s the
title for that?
MU: Will Your Good Lord, I
don’t know what to call it yet, but
that’s the main bit, yeah that’s
going to be quite a good one, I
think. A big kind of rousing beast
of a thing, big kind of Celtic
melodies and stuff. So that’s one
that we’ll do somewhere. I was
talking to Steve Lipson [producer
on some Simple Minds records], he
flipped over that. He thought it
was, he said it was the song that
Simple Minds always wanted to
write, so... I don’t know whether
that was a compliment or not!

“If you do let go

EV: Any chance of playing it
again, as we’ve only heard it once?

The Very Best Of –

MU: No!!! (laughs). I didn’t think
it worked very well with just an
acoustic guitar, it needs a bit more
than that I think, to perform it live.
Because I mean, I know all the
counter melody, I know what’s
going on and how big it should be,
so I’m not sure.
EV:

A film was recorded, or one

too many strings,
things, dreadful
things happen.

If I Was video
[was a] complete
screw-up...”

of the shows was recorded on the
last leg at Maidstone, will it ever
get shown?

“I’m going to go
out there and
do it all with a
big Hammond
organ and have a
great time.”

MU: I don’t know ‘cos it wasn’t
like a production company, you
know, where they say “we want to
film it ‘cos we have a slot that we
want to put it out on”. It was the
record company who said that
they want to capture this, we’ve
got to have some of this on film
because they saw it as a good tool
for promotion and for kind of
‘unplugged’ type things, little slots
on television or whatever and for
what they call... God, what do
they call them now?... an
electronic... oh God... like an
electronic kind of biog, which is
just a video you know where you
do a half hour documentary. There
was one for the last album kicking
around somewhere from the
record company and they do it for
in-house use. So they say “Midge
has been out doing this...” and
they see a bit of me playing a thing
and telling a few jokes or whatever
it happens to be and they send it
all around the country, all around
the world to the different
territories to say, “and here’s
Breathe
Midge
performing
acoustically”, or whatever, and
they show that and then they
probably cut into the video for
Breathe, you know. It’s all inhouse stuff, but I’d like to think
that it’s going to come out in some
form. There’s talk of doing a TV
series which I’m supposed to be
co-producing called Out Alone
where they have a variety of artists
and they stick them in a club for
the night, and get them to do the
same kind of thing that I’ve done.
So they were knocking together a
kind of pilot, a very rough kind of
pilot out of the stuff that I did, and
were trying to procure a deal for it,
and that was all going through
record companies. So it may

appear and come out.
EV: If that does come out would
you have any say, or would other
people have the say as to who
appears on it?
MU: If I was co-producing I would
have the say as to who was doing
it ‘cos basically what they’ve done
is just lifted an entire idea of me
going out there and doing it, kind
of stripped bare as it were, and just
thought that it would be great to
get other artists to do it...
EV: Co-producing with, with
who, or don’t you know as yet?
MU: A production house in
London, you know, ‘cos they
worked on the filming of mine and
they said that really they should
run it by me first before they steal
it from me, ‘cos it was my idea. So
I think they would rather have me
on board ‘cos it would be a lot
easier for me to convince other
artists that it’s not that difficult.
EV: (Tongue firmly in cheek)
Why did you choose those
reprobates The Dear Janes to
support you again?
MU: Why not, why not, they’re
great. The response that I got from
the last tour, the amount of people
who asked who they were and
when their album was coming out
and stuff, was amazing. It’s great,
and they’re ideal, you know, they
contribute a lot to the package,
but they don’t clash with what I’m
doing. It’s not like you get some
other male singer, guitarist,
songwriter out there talking about
the songs and doing exactly the
same sort of thing that I’m doing.
So it makes the overall evening
much more palatable because
they’re very different from what I
do, but they still write well

constructed, very well constructed
adult-orientated
songs,
‘cos
they’ve got thought and themes
behind the songs and they’re
great. They compliment the whole
thing perfectly. I think they’ll
probably do the next leg as well
‘cos I think their album is coming
out at that point. So they can go
out and I can go and see them do
all the interviews, and I can have a
break! Let them do it!
EV: What other things are on
the boil, we’ve heard rumours
about a yoga video which we
asked you about the other night,
and directing a video for Andrew
Strong [from The Commitments]?
MU: I’ve done that. I did that, I
did that the week before the tour
started, it’s his second single from
his solo album, I’m not sure if his
solo album’s out yet, maybe it is.
Yes I did that for him. The track's
called The Same Old Me. It’s a
new song. It was a bit of fun, it
was kind of different for him, he
looks very relaxed in it, I got a very
good performance from him. He’s
got a great face and a great voice,
yeah.
EV: What was this about a yoga
video in America?
MU: The yoga video. The idea’s
still very much there, it’s yoga and
pregnancy ‘cos there’s a form of
yoga that you can do for pregnant
women that makes the whole
process of giving birth a lot easier
and less painful, and incredibly
natural, and it seems that, you
know, a lot of Californians right
now are kind of into the yoga ‘trip’
as it were, ‘cos they’ve all given up
drugs and drink and they need
something else in their lives,
they’ve aerobicised themselves to
death and now they want
something else that’s a bit, got a

bit more depth to it! So yoga
seems to be the big thing. The idea
was that we were going to do it
with Sherilyn Fenn, who’s now
fifteen months pregnant I think
(laughs), so we’ve missed the slot
there. We couldn’t pull all the bits
together in time to do it with her
which is unfortunate ‘cos she’s
great. So we need to kind of keep
it on ice until we get someone else
who’s into yoga, who’s a celeb
who wants to do a yoga video. So
it could be interesting. It’s like
doing a very very long pop promo.
EV: We’ve also heard that you’ve
done production work at Berwick
Street Studios.
MU: Not really production, I’ve
been working with a guy called
Michael Van Dyke who’s Dutch but
lives in Germany, who’s signed to a
German company and we met
through an old acquaintance, a
guy called Peter Godwin from a
long time back, who used to make
records and stuff around the kind
of old Blitz period. He co-wrote a
lot of the songs with Michael and
said that he would like me to mix
the record for him, so I did which is
different for me. I’m not used to
walking in at the end of something
and throwing my tuppence-worth
in. I’m usually in at the beginning,
but it was good, this guy’s a great
songwriter and I’m just trying to
get him, having talked to record
companyies, making sure that
hopefully he’s going to get
released over here ‘cos it’s
amazing, he sings with no accent
whatsoever. Well he does, he sings
with a Liverpudlian accent funnily
enough, a kind of Dutchman in
Germany. So he’s great songwriter,
he does some great stuff, the
album turned out very well. But it’s
not really a production, it’s not
something I’ve found and kind of
worked on from scratch.

EV: Were you aware that
Berwick Street Studios was where
the...
MU: I found out the day I walked
in, yeah, that the Revelation
album was recorded there. Yeah,
yes I did, but I didn’t know it at
the time, it’s no big deal!
EV: Any prospects of a band
tour with the new album?
MU: Yeah. Yeah, I don’t see why
not. I did a one-off gig a couple of
weeks ago and roped the guys in.
It was a private thing, it was great,
it was great fun and I’d never
done one before, and I thought
“Well I’ll get Josh and Jerry and
Steve”, and we won’t rehearse
and Josh brought his organ and
one synthesiser, Steve had his little
drum kit, and Jerry’s bass, and
that was it and me with my guitar,
and it was great, we had a ball. It
was like we turned into an instant
pub band! We were only playing
for like half an hour, but we
played non-stop hits, it was wall
to wall kind of singing and
chanting and jumping up and
down and it was fabulous and
that’s, if I’m going to tour again
that’s how I’m going to do it. I’m
not going to spend weeks and
weeks and weeks getting all the
right sounds and all the keyboard
splits and all the technical bumpf
that you have to do. I’m going to
go out there and do it all with a
big Hammond organ and have a
great time. It was fabulous, very
loose and real fun.
EV: Would it be with the same
guys?
MU: Yeah! I don’t see why not
‘cos we’re all chums. That’s the
way touring should work really,
you’re going out with a band, you
should enjoy it!

EV: Would you do it with a set
list every night, or would you go
out and do it a bit like this, and
play whatever takes your fancy?

“[Molly] is a
character isn’t she,
oh, she’s sharp
alright! She read me
a couple of stories
on the way here
today, serious
stories, you know,
good stuff!”

MU: A lot of the idea of doing
whatever takes your fancy still
means that you’ve got to routine it
a bit, especially, you know, with my
like lack of memory, we’d be doing
a lot of half-songs. Get to the solo
and it all kind of falls apart, you
know. So you still have to routine it
a bit, but you could actually do it
where you’ve routined a couple of
new songs each soundcheck or
whatever and just choose from a
batch. But there’s always key songs
that work at key moments and I
think you’ve got to have some
form, you know, but the great
thing is that we did as our encore,
we did Strange Brew, and you
know we hadn’t played it for ages,
we just kind of elongated the solo
by five minutes. Just playing and
having a great laugh and enjoying
what we were doing, so it was
good fun. So that kind of appeals,
rather than, you know, finely
honing it and getting it polished
and absolutely perfect before you
step it on stage, and then the hall’s
got a crap sound and it doesn’t
really matter, all your hard work
has gone because people don’t
enjoy the evening. You know, go
out there, keep it simple, keep it
basic and play live, it’s great.
EV: Whereabouts did you play at
this party a couple of weeks ago?
MU: It was at the Grosvenor
House Hotel or something?, I can’t
Some
incredibly,
remember!
incredibly rich man’s party and it
was great, it was just a ball full of
drunken yobs with far too much
money! It was actually a party and
it was great, Micha Paris was there
and Lisa B and stuff, they all came
up and sang a couple of songs

with a backing track, but I was
there with the band making a
racket, it was great. Good fun!
EV: Finally, how do you feel
about the prospects of being a
daddy again?
MU: I’m very good at that
actually, I’m very good at that, if I
do say so myself, yeah. I’m quite
looking forward to it, everyone’s
very excited about it, and just
frightened about what it’s going to
be. It just makes things, you know,
a little more difficult to fly in and
out the country as much as I’d
planned on doing, but you know,
I’m sure we can handle it.
EV:

Is Molly excited about it?

MU: Very excited. Very excited as
long as the new baby doesn’t go
into her room, doesn’t play with
her toys, and doesn’t keep her
awake at night, so I’ve said I would
do my best, but I can’t guarantee
it! She’s a character isn’t she, oh,
she’s sharp alright! She read me a
couple of stories on the way here
today, serious stories, you know,
good stuff. Good nursery, what do
you call them, fairy stories, but
from a real book, no big pictures
and things, a real book. She sat
there and read me two stories,
fabulous. I thought, “this is what
it’s all about!”. I don’t want to sit
and read stories when I’m
traveling, ‘cos I feel sick in a car if
I’m reading. She read them to me.
EV:

Well, thanks very much.

MU: Pleasure!

Photos: Circa 1984, by Pete Still, Andrea
Hitch, and several unknown contributors.
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SONGWRITER’S CORNER
Here at last, is a feature for which we’ve had a surprising number of requests; your forum to have your
own lyrics published (albeit in some small manner) – the Songwriter’s Corner (can anyone think of a
better, all-encompassing name for this?). Just send your poetry, lyrics or short stories to the Address on
page one, and we’ll do the rest! To start off, here are two excellent songs from Andrew Highway and
Matthew Plunkett.

t
LISTEN TO SPEAK
by Andrew Highway
The scene plays in the café
With its busy village view
Stare into my cold black coffee
At a table set for two
Then recall it at my will
Reams of broken promises
Make a moment just too still
(Chorus)
If I'd listen to speak
In the tongues of men
Not just listen to speak
Every now and then
Maybe day would be night
And night would be day
When you listen to speak
People hear what you say
Dawn sky which is etched in blue
Contrasts air hung thick with mist
A half smoked 'Regal' burns
Like some tender empty kiss
Protected from the real world
Away from the adult games
Fear is when you know the text
In a giant book of names
Give me the strength to walk the night alone
and the strength to live after Sunday's flown
You know its a look too close to catch an eye
and a strike too deep to hear a sigh

THE UNDYING
by Matthew Plunkett
Holding onto the horrors of life in distaste
another legacy of youthfulness condemned to waste.
A change in feeling from crying to sighing
and denying domination by the undying.
Renouncing the darkness of antipathy,
a character is cast comprising charm and longevity.
Dedicated to traditions and tenets instilled and taught
disinclined to conspire with what the sincere side sought.
So tragic and so like the exiles from Eden,
“... for the dark preludes of the drums begin,
and round us, round the company of lovers,
Death draws his cordon in...”.
Disaffection is the corollary
of being thrust beyond the searing boundary.
Disdaining all he does so swiftly
feels remorseful and forlorn so fittingly.
Summoning the spirits of torture
out of the mist through which they enter
haunting the soul I am, non omnis moriar.
There’s a dissolution of being
angelic enlightenment what we’re hearing.
No sinners are left defying
domination by the undying.
Upon the glimmering surface, the reflected semblance
is a rebuke of all the taunts and sentiments of intolerance.
Romance dissipates
its richness unprotected by the pledge a lover makes.
They still aren’t what they strive to be,
so rage is rife in the human psyche.
Pray to reap life everlasting
and see the domination of the undying.
Murals of a miracle, scruples and stresses so subtle.
Company decays until they are alone
a shade of difference in hue
forever a prophecy that salvation will come to but a few.
Insofar as he punishes and reproaches his words appeal,
yet to lack understanding is an ordeal.
Prefigures a fate as apocalyptic as it will be real.
Appointed to bring to light lies, lusts and hates hidden
o’er wrongdoing he’ll have dominion.
Pronouncing peace and ending instances evil and horrifying
he will reign supreme in the kingdom of the undying.
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In a recent Daily Telegraph supplement, West
End dentist Belinda Curtis (sister of screenwriter
Richard Curtis) reveals that, among other notable
celebrities, she “looks after Midge Ure...”.

Ah, so that’s what John is up to these days!

Extensive Ultravox and
related collection for
sale. For full list send
an SAE to:

PENPALS
BARBARA
AULSBERRY:
I’d love to get in touch
with another female
fan who would like to
travel to gigs with me,
it would be much
more
fun
than
dragging along friends
from work! Write to:
12 Brean Close
Sully, Penarth
S.Glam CF64 5TS

David Lusman
4/13 Elliott Street
Edinburgh EH7 5LX
WANTED
Looking for (mint)
items – Rage in Eden
CD, Answers CD, The
Gift CD, CD singles,
lyrics to Vienna and
Quartet
albums.
Please write to:
Eric Tai
PO Box 10512
88805 Kota Kinabaly
Sabah, Malaysia
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1984: Sue Robbie and Midge Ure celebrate a new series of Hold Tight!.
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